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The Lame Manifesto 

Lettuh from da Edituh 
Happy New Year! By now, it's not 

so happy, because if you're reading 
this on the issue date, you're probably 
going through registration fun and 
enjoying the drop-and-add lines. 

This issue will, hopefully, make 
that part a littleless painful, for it's a 
sixteen-pager full of just about noth
ing except this semester's Instructor 

Evaluations. As I mentioned in the 
December issue, the student response 
was the greatest ever, and, thanks to a 
Herculean effort on the part of the 
Evaluation Staff, it was compiled just 
in time to get it to press. 

As I also mentioned in the last is
sue, this month marks the second 
anniversary of the Lame Monkey 

Manifesto. At this time it's not quite 
certain if it will continue to a third; as 
with it's previous editor, I may be 
going on to other (hopefully greener) 
pastures (although I don't really have 
any complaints about the one I'm in 
now). The Monkey will continue 
through this semester, though; if 
you've got that great idea for a story 
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or an article or whatever, this is the 
time to get it in. 

This is not to say that it's the end of 
the LMM. Whatever plans I may have 
won't happen until they happen, and, 
as you probably know yourself 
through experience, a lot of plans 
don't. Also, Chris Gray, the founding 
editor, is still in Knoxville ... 

Enough for the Fair Warning bit. 

.---------------------------

It's been a long night of monkey fun, 
and I think I'm going to be prone to ram
bling if I stay on a particular topic. I think I'd 
just better get this to press and go to work. 
To all of you who filled out an Instructor 
Evaluation: Thanks. You ma}se the Monkey 
gO'round. 

. u; 

The Lame Monkey Manifesto 

2nd ??~g~ 
The first person to correctly identify the Plethora of Visages 

on the cover will receive the lovely Lame Monkey '89 Trophy. 
Send your entries to: 

Lame Monkey Anniversary Contest 
PO Box 8763 

Knoxville, TN 37996-4800 .. ' . 

r---------------------~------------, I Name Dust off th~t Trophyl . Phone # . . I 
I 1. 6. - I 
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Drop & Add ehecklist: Highlights of Winter 1988 
and Past. 

Accounting Roth 3 2.17 Logan 5 4.00 , ' , m!l 
"Cool; great stories! Really likeable,n 

gu~:·"·?r~at fup. .... ifn!I ~ -n' ixia 

Welcome to the Instructor Evalu
ations of Spring 1989, our latest and 
by far great~st compilation. For the 
uninitiated, this survey contains 
evaluations of over 770 classes taken ' 
during Fall Se~ester,~s well as th9se 
regarded as Best Ever and Worst 

201 Principles of Fin Accmmting 
Beamon 2 2.50 5l1> 
"Sort,of wi~hY;-'Yashy," "~elpfu}' and 
straightforward ... 

"Extremely cocky. Has a nice aJ)d 
tight curly perm. Thinks students ~e 
stupid''''Tough but fair· .. ·Nice 

t, 230 accent" " ' 
stones. - ' ;: ~ r >,- .... "., 

Americllp. Cultures 

,Ever. ' , 
, Every effort has bee!linade to 

confirm course information and -' -. -

name spellings. If there are, inistakes, 
we apologize. If you have receivect a: 
poor review and are disgruntled, we 
invite conflicting comments for our 
next issue. 

Some people have argued that our 
efforts are pointless because our sur
vey lacks statistical accuracy. We feel 
that this survey is useful n~t because 
of its flawless precision, but because 
it's the only information of its kind 
available to , the students. If you 
would like it to be more 'reliable
help out, give us a call. 

Thanks to all who have -parti
cipated and spent ma.ssive amounts 
of time~ most noteably Robert Daeda-
lus. April Jackson, Chris Gray, Missy 
Neal, Rand Cabus, and the Bacon 
Boy. See ya Clt ~ end of this semes ter 
on the UC Plaza", 

How To Use This Information: 
1. The first number -next to the 
Instructor's name is the total number 
of responses we had regarding that 
prof. Remember, the fewer people 
surveyed, the more ~nreliable his! 
her evaluation. 
2. The next number is the Grade Point 
Average of the Instructor. The In
str ~vL W .le graded on a scale_of 
A-F, where I A' is 4 and 'F' is O. The 
total number of t~ese 'quality points' , 
is divided by the total number of re
sponses, much like the way your own 
GP A is figured. . 
3., 'The +1' -, NC numbers following 
(where applicable) compare this 
quarter's GPA to last quarter. (+ = 
how much better, - = how worse, NC 
= no change from last quarter.) 
4. The icon graphically represents an 
Instructor's performance (0"':.75 
Boom!; .76-1.5 Bird; 1.6-2.5 Scale; 
2.6-3.5 Girl; 3.6-4.0 Beer). 
5. A.Bullet (e) with an InstructQr's 
name means we could not confirm 
their teaching this class based on 
course listings available to the public. 
6. Comments are excerpts from com
ments given by our interviewees and 
do not necessarily reflect those of the 
oublishers, etc, . ' 
7. Enjoy. 

Lame ,Monkey 
Instructor Evaluations 

"Don't Find Out The HardWay!" " ' 
. . . . . , . • " .. , , "1 • 

202 

311 

312 

321 

Hendric :i - 3.00 -1.0 ~ 
"He is great and I'm taking him 
again. "He has a gift for explaining." 
"Would go out and drink a beer with 
you." "He thinks he is funny. but 
c'mon!" 

~ Hendrix· 
"Good teacher." 

4.00 

Hughes 2 1.00 0 
"Drove a tank for the_Nazi ~arty. 

He's tough. out I learned a lot/ ' 
"Hard to comprehend the material. .. 
Norwood l ' 4.00 , NC ~ 
"She was great, Organized material. 
Reviewed every class. She made sure 
we knew material." 
Principles of Man Accounting 
Letsinger 3 3.33 ~ 
"Sometimes boring. long tests. but 
good teachers." 

Posey 1 0.00 £. 
"What the hell is she talking about? -
Bitch," 
Richardson 14. 00 2.0 5l1> 
"Explains well. down to earth. not 
condescending." 
Intermed Finan Accounting , 
Ariderson 4 3.50 A 
"Fair teacher - tests are too long for 
time allowed," "She's the best 
choice." "No curve" 
Kiger· 2 1'.50 
"Dry as a bone; butter-knife dull" 
Posey 1 3.00 ~ 
' 'Tests too long" 
Reeve 5 2.00 2.0 q1:> 
"He overdoses Vivarin before each ' 
class" "Really knows material. 
'knows how to lecture" ''Talks too 
fast, doesn't always go over material. 
difficult to take notes in c1ass· .. ·Good 

341 

411 

414 

431 

Accounting Information Systems 
Bowano 4 0.75 ~ 
"Does not explain projects - too 
much work· .. ·Boring .. 

Burthick 13 1.00 
"One look says it 
all .... Knowledgeable .. ·'Too much 
work"''Terrible instructor .... Could be 
much better" No help from this 
instructor" , 

Auditing 
Scheiner· 1 3.00 
''This is a hard class" 
Advanced Accounting 

- Herring 3 , 2.67 Jf} 
"Good teach¢r. tough class .... Very 
patient and forgiving· .. ·Makes class 
harder than it needS to be." 
Federal Income Taxation 
Anderson 2 3.00 
"A montone class." 
Izard 10 3.20 
"Good instructor-fair." "Slow about 
grading." "Seems WlOrganized." 
"Nice guy. clear and detailed" 

Advertising 
250 

360 

Advertising Principles 
7" 3.'29 

"Dynamic teacher; great for ten 
weeks. Semester of him is too long. 
No text book answers. He tells things 
exactly as they are." "Dictatorial. but 
interesting." "He kicks." 
Adv Media Strategy 

, Starke· 1 2.00 
"Hee! Flee!" 

Afro-Amer Studies 
201 Intro/Afro-Am Studies 

Morrow 2 4.00 !V:to 
1!ll' 

.. Articulate to the max."No answer in 
class is incorrect" 

lectures. hard test" , Agricultural Econ 
Slagle 11 1.73 5l1> 352 Commodity Futures Market , 
''This guy gives impossible exams; , Sappington 2 1.50 t>p 

~ade homework due e,:?.~ay._ ~d. ,," : ;roo vague. lectur~s like you al.!:eady 
tried to embarrass studeqt Mllkes ;. f ' I : ' know the-material." ,'Thanf'Gba , ~' 
me ,think, embarrasses me if I don't this bigot is retiring." 
try· .. ·Finally started teaching and quit Anthropology ' 
trivia c1ass .... Caring but a bastard· .. ·If , ' 
you play trivia take this class" 110 Human Origins 
Turpen 2 , 2.00 -2.0 5l1> Bass 13 3.92 -0.1 IDP 
Intermed Finan Accounting 'Teacher was crazy! He would show 
Williams. 1 3.00 ~ slides of dead bodies and laugh at 

Cost and Managerial Accounting them!" ·'Interesting and infoQTIative. 
Dietrich 3 1.00 0 Mem,?rable!" "Related to students. 

"Cannot communicate with 
studenr"'Goes too fast - doesn't , 
explain material in depth" 
Posey 4 1.75 ' 5l1> 
"What a dried up bitch···Can you 
not! .... Haven·t had, a l~ture yet-

only homework review" 0 

Reeve· 2 0.00 ~ 
"A real asshole.The biggest jerk on 

• campus. Sucks rotten eggs, A dick 
with ears. He needs' a shirt and tie to 
hold back the foreskin" 
Ross· 1 4.00 ' l1:]p 
"A cOnsiderate' man. Works hard to 

• help students" ' 

r 

kept them laughing and interested." 
"Hillarious. shows icky pictures." 
Falsetti· 1 3.00 J)J 

_Smith,F. ' 1 4.00 ~ 
120 Prehist Archaeology -

Logan l ' 4.00 II 

130 

Simek 3 3.33 NC J)J 
"Hyper as hell." "Somewhat boring 
but easy. He cracks a lot of jokes to 
keep class awake." "Says lots of 
funny things. Tests are pretty easy." 
Cultural Anthropology 
Hall 1 4.00 NC ~ 
"Loved this class. Teacher was 
excellent" , : 

312 

314 

36<J 

-373 

410 

450 

Wheeler _1 3:00 -
"Take home' tests." 
Appalachian Culture 
Howell 2 1.50 
"Has sawdust for blood. Very dry." 
"Airllead, dingbat." 
Peoples and Cultures of Africa 
Harrison 2 0.00 8-
"Apathetic and pompous. After half 
the c~s fails the first test he refuses 
to. acknowledge any responsib~ity 
for poor test scores in his class. He 
won't curve. says this is the way the 
real world works." 
North American Prehistory 
Faulkner 1 4.00 
"Super personality,': 
African Religions 
Hackett· 1 4.00 fit! 
"Hackett brings the subject to life 

with slides, music. personal 
experiences. movies. disc1ission. her 
own enthusiasm. and guest 
speakers." -
Prin of Cultural Anthropology 
LOgan 2 3,00 ~ 
"An unchi kind of gllY." 
Cwrent Trends 
Schroedl 1 4.00 
"OK. Schroedl is a weenie." 

480 Human Osteology 
Bass 4 4.00 
'1'his man is a GOD!" 

Arabic 
121 Elem Arabic I 

Gwynne!Alawi , 18 3.67 II 
·'Interesting." "Not TOO hard. but 
everyday gets old quick." "Very 
knowledgeable even if her material 
goes a little fast" "Great teacher, 
She explains all rules properly and 
makes class interesting by focusing 
on oral work during class time." , 

Architecture 
101 Visual Design Princp 

_ .. -! Nfoffett 3 4.00 

171 

212 

324 

371 

"She knows what she's doing," 
Design Fundamentals 
Miecnikowski 1 4.00 -
"Lots of outSide work." 
Shell 2 0.50 
"He is 'a sadistic asshole that is so 
bad they hate him in Atlanta." "Shell 
is an ass. too much work." 
Hist of Arch II 
Lester 1 2.00 -O.35l1> 
Arch Computer Graphics 
Fortey 1 3.00 
"Spends too much time getting up 
speed. Need to do more work with 
advanced' features of autocad'" 
Arch Design II,I 
Herz· 1 4.00 
;'ArchitectUre's answer to Andy 
Rooney. Very witty prof," 
Reno 1 0.00 NC S. 

, "Bitch. She could be a great 
instructor if she could relax. chill-out 
so to speak." 

Continued Next Page 
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.. , Sheli 1 3.00 
"Short deadlines for, work, but more 
work gets done. Not quite as bad as 
rumored." 

406 Ideas in Arch 
RobiIiSorr j ' 1 3.00? Jlt 

• rf'Ul~,Ic U, t 

aSfIl" YHaraclass and long lectures. Nice 
guy, I thought" 

431 Struct/Mech Application 

.462 

464 

471 

Kelso 2 3.50 Jlt 
"Hip dude." ''Very fair. Class 
discussions pertinent and helpful." 
Professional Practice 9 
Holsapl~. 1 0.00 -
"Screws up exams and student pays." 
Project/Construction Management 
Wooley 1 3.00' Jlt 
"Ego trip." 
Arch Design V 
Narancil· 2 050~ Q -"Stinks. Doesn't teach." 
Shell 1 2.00 ~ qz> 

- "Military dictator." 

Art (is just some guy's name) 

101 Studio Fund: Drawing 
Kuka· 1 3.OQ 

231 Photography I ' '''1' 
Lee 1 4.00 ~ 

"Learned and learned and learned, 
even had a great time." . 

576 Studies' in Asian Art ... 'n l.~-
Martinson 1 4.00 
"A must for Chinese art lovers." 

Astronomy 
151 wtro Astronom,y 

Fairman 2 0.00 NC ~ 
"A gold-pla,ted bitch,. "?"Religious 
bias toward scientific f~t" 
Handler 2 4.00 Jr) 
"ExpW~.,~y.erYthing~th~~u~h1y. " 
Harmatz \ ' 0.00 NC ~ 
Lovell 5 1.20 0.2 (> 
''Boring but has a curve that will let 
any body pass." "Real prick." "Can't 
lecture worth a damn, but open book 
tests are nice." ''Never finishes a 
thought." 
Painter 2 1.50 
''Boring.'' "Sidetracks a lot" 
Ridinger 2 0.00 Q 
"S ks Th . .... uc . e most bormg mundane 
bitch on the face of the earth. Good 
class to catch up on the Z's. Easy 
tests:" 

152 Intro Astronomy 
Harmatz 2 0.00 -1.7 8. 

161 

! Ii 
I 

"A Jewish Yoda, a real bitch." 
Intro Astro wi Lab 
Lovell 1 0.00 8. 
''Went with a clue. Left without a 
clue." 
Proton 1 4.00 , ~ 
"Mind expanding, enlightening. 
Verbatim regurgitation aint so bad 
when the material is cool." 
Ridinger 1 3.00 
"Somewhat condescending." 

t62 Intro Astro wi Lab 
Guidry 1 2.00 . NC qz> 
"Conestantly!.Megnetic personality." 

~udiology & Speech Pathology . 
4,41 St-st-stuttering • L 

Luper 1 3.00 Jlt 
''Interesting as well as challenging." 

463 Practical Application of Therapy 
King 1 4.00 ~ 
"Entertaining and informative." 

465 Sp/La Diff Child 
Adler 1 1.00 (> 
"Assumes everyone knows about 
speech pathology. Dull and 
opinionated as hell." 

506 Neural base Spch/Lang 
Hamby 1 4.00 n!lP 

Basic Engineering 
100 Seminar 

Snyder 2 2.50 q<:. 
101 Computer Programming 

111 

Mak 13 1.77 -0.2 qz> 
"Lacks control, but what can you 
expect from a freshman class." 
"Knowledge of Fortran-null!" "Good 
teacher, isn't too hard." Tests are 
hard." ''Best teacher for the class." 
"Man is an asshole, period." "Have 
pleasant dreams of him roasted 
alive." 
Fund of Engr Graphics 
Asbury· 1 3.00 ~ 
"Explains things great, but needs to 
come to class earlier." 

201 

no sense of teaching skills." 
Forrestor 3 0.00 NC £. 
"Pure dickhead, self centered 
bastard. Who is he teaching
freshmen or grad students .... Can't 
work any of the problems correctly." 
Scott 3 3.33 3 .~ D. 

D 
"So-so.""Good explanations." 
Soliman 37 -3.92 
"Not your typical Elmer Fudd 
engineer." "Best BE instructor at UT. 
Has great sense of humor." 
"Explains material perfectly." 
"Deserves more credit than 
given.'"'Has great ability to get 
subject matter across. '"'If he teaches 
it, TAKE IT! '"'Awesome! " 
Numerical Techniques 
Mobasheran 10 '0.30 
"Good heart but can't understand 
him and work load is on a global 
level.'"'Prereq is a course in his 
language.'"'Sucks-real bad!" 
~'Doesn't speak English." 

the material. Straight-forward tes~. 
Knows his stuff.'"'Good teacher, 
hard T A, good curve." 

Botany , 
110 GenBotany 

Herndon· 1 2.00 qz> 

"As exciting as a laxative!" 
321 Intro Plant Physiology 

Holton· 1 1.00 (> 
"Easy lecture, HARD tests." 

330 Field Botany 
Wofford 4.00 . rJt! 
"Cute butt. " 

Broadcasting. 
310 Radio News 

330 

Manning-Miller 3 2.00 qz> 
"Real likeable but a little 'dizzy'." 
"UT has a new radio station but no 
news director. We were supposed to 
report news without supervision. " 
Producing for Radio 
Spiceland 1 4.00 NC 

Boyce 4.00 Biochemistry 430 
"You get to be a real radio D" 
Producing for TV 
Hickson· 1 3.00 

121 

131 

''No pressure. Helps students a lot." 
Fortey 1 3.00 ~ 
''Brit accent,_big nose, bad grading 
scale." 
'Foster 1 2.00 -1.0 qz> 
"Expects you to know how to do a 
lot without explinations." 
Henes· 1 3.00 
Lyday 3 4.00 N 
"Cool as hell. Grades easy !illd likes 
to have a good time in class. The best 

graphics teacher at tIT.''Lecrures 
cover most needed information. He -, c., 1 , 

410 

430 

Cell and Comp Biochemistry 
Joshi· 1 0.00 8. 
"Nasty attitude toward students, a 
swine who should not be teaching." 
Koontz 2 2.50 6.P 
"No surprises.'"'Okay, but doesn't 
seem to care much about students." 
Intro Physical Biochem 
Churchich3 0.33 
"Bend over and take it like a. 
man.'K'Death by nausea.:' 
"Unintelligible, bad accent, very 
moody." 

Q -

492 Practicum 

Smith· 1 4.00 " 

Business Administration 
311 International Business 

- Dicer 10 3.50 
"Fair.'K'Nic~ guy.'"'Great class, 
easy." 

Business Law' 
301 Legal ~nvironment of Business 

F ~ t4"~.:i.~hii!iii "Best lecfurer I've ever :':1 

spends time with each student.'" -
Sparks· 1 4.00 ,~ Biology 

seem like the Bar exam." "Great 
lecturer. Hard ,(comparable to LSAT) 

. tests.'K'Huge cUrve." "What do we . 
lean;t if ~ A is" 50% .... Get bombed 
on.exams." "He knows too 
much.'""Gives vulgar examples." 

"Makes sure you know material. 
Easy"." . 
Statics 
Brooks 3 0.00 N 
''The fat boy was too busy on a diet 
to save his life, rather than help 
us.''Brooks is a fuck-head.'"'- for 
brains. a loser." 
Carley 6 0.83 (> 
"Goes over homework with a fIne
toothed comb ... has no other us~ for 
it. Ridicules students. Has no 
patience."Doesn't explain crap; 
treats students like dirt.'"'Bastard. 
Taught this stuff to Fred Flinstone 
and teaching techniques haven't 
improved." 
Jendruko 1 0.0'0 8. 
"Didn't explain things well, didn't 
care about students, wanted to fail 
peop}e." 
Scott 1 0.00 -4.0 £ 
"He doesn't give any exams other 
than the fmal, and partial credit is not 
given, you just write the answer 

110 

150 

down." 
SolimQll 2 4.00 NC.' b) 220 

"Best fucking teacher in the College 
of Engineering. Knows how to 
teach." 
Wasserman 2 2.50 qz> 

, "Bert;arf' he's I! nice guy, but doesn't 
-.. 'kriow how tbleich." "Can't l~tUre 

but easy tests." 
Particle Dynamics 
Boulet 2 0.00 £. 230 

"100% grade A, American weed-out 
course. Instructor had no time for' 
students."''The man is an idiot, has 

Gen Biology C) 

Boyce 1 0.00 NC ," ";;"J 

"Talk, talk, talk, talk, talk, talk', talk, 
talk ... ." 
Nauman· 1 2.00 
"Goes very fast; rigid rules." 
Shute 3 3.67 
"Realistic, open-minded, enjoys her 
cho~osen field and lets it 
show.'"'Peggy is a real peach of a 
teach.""Good teacher, but let's hope 
she doesn't birth up any fish." 
Warne· 1 4.00 
"I love his tight ass and he teaches 
well too." 
Biology for Majors 
Mescall 2 3.00 
"She's tough as nails but. what a red 
hot momma. I like 'em that way." 
Cell Biology 
Dougall· 1 1.00 
"Hard. If you want to pass, don't 
take him." 
Jeon 3 2.00 
''The cl~s ~ too big.'"'The Biology 
Test From Hel1!" ''Boring.'' 
General .Genetics 
Fox· 1 0.00 
"FruiJ flies suck, and so does this 

' j;,fissingale . 4' ,; 3.38 0.4 ..§! 
"Very interesting. Professor Will! 

excellent. " 
Stowers 2 1.50 
"Nice man, but drones a bit." '"Talks 
about the syllabus the whole term." 

Chemical Engr 
310 Chem Engr Lab I 

340 

450 

475 

480 

Thomas 1 2.00 
"Nice, but flakey." 
Mass Transfer 
Hsu 1 0.00 
"Asshole with cockbreath." . 
Chemical Reactor FUndamentals 
Weber . 1 3.00 
'"Test questions are straight from 
homework." 
Fund of Bioreactor Design 
Strandberg· 1 0.00 
"About as organized as a mobile 
home after a tornado." 
Equipment Design 
Bienkowski 1 1.00 
"When I was at AMOCO .. ." 

Chemistry 
course." 
Hochman· 1 3.00 

.d 100 Principals of Chemistry 

"Wear a hearing aid." 
Whitson· 1 4.00 
"Exciting, realistic" honest, brings 
life to class." 
Gen Ecology _ 
Amundsen 3 3.33 
"He speaks too fast." "Interesting 

J!lan v:1!.0 !eally wants you to !e~ 

dOt Schell 3 . 0.00 
"All of class is doing terribly and he 
doesn't seem to care at all.'"'F for 

, Fuck you PrOf Schell. If he would 
only give a test on what he teaches 
instead of organic, and if he would 
have an attitude adjustrnentit like 
Alzheimer's, it would help. 
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350 
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Number right of Instructor's name Is the total numbered surveyed. 
Next over Is the.lnstructor's Grade point Average, far right Is GPA's Icon. 
Next, + Is better, -Is worse and NC Is steady compared to last quarter's GPA. 
Bullets (.) designate Instructors not confirmed as teaching listed class 

~ 0 
0,.75 .76·1.5 

Intro to Org and Bio Chern 
Barnes 3 1.33 
''Teacher cares." 
General Chemistry 
Adcock 3 1.33 
"Material not explained well." 
"Adcock is a cock. Grades on what 
you don't know." 
Bloor 2 ' 2.50 
''Terrrible teacher. Always does the 
problems wrong. Can't spell his own 
name." 

. Kleinfelter . 11 0.45 0.5 
''Too damn boring. Loves.to give 
hard-ass exams. '-'Very fair, very 
helpful.'-'What a freak.'-'Why?
Kleinfelter!,-'Man is an asshole, 
period.'-'Kleinfelter is an 
incompetent, gabbling fool who is 
out of touch ... 
Sepaniak 6 3.33 
"Doesn't lecture well ..... Can·t tell if 
he likes or hates 1iis job. Don't take 

371 

100 

Physical Chemistry 
Shibata 1 3.50 
"Interesting lectures, great food, 
popular with the students. The tests? 
Well, he's working on it." 
Principals of Chemistry 
Bull 2 2.50 
"Doesn't always take the time to 
explain." 

Child and Family Studies 
345 

350 

451 

480 

Family Resource Management 
Buehler 2 4.00 
"Relevant information for life." 
"Excellant instruction; good 
application and theory." 
ECE I:Environments 
Allen 1 4.00 
"Fun class. but a lot of work." 
ECE 3:Mainstreaming 
Nordquist 1 4.00 
"Mick~s a nice guy. flexible." 
Praetin CFS 

lDP 

112 

221 

251 

Craig 1 4.00 - NC ~D 
"He was very understanding, gave 
good notes and easy tests" 
Beg Greek 
Shelton 2 3.50 
''Takes things deliberately. to let 
them sOlik in.""Pretty good. Bad 
jokes. Scratches himself too much 
and usually ends up with chalk all . 
over the front of his pants." 
Early Greek Mythology 
Tandy 7 4.00 
"Fwmy. and he's cute." . 
"Entertaining. erudite. funn" "Good 
lectures. subtle humor. great slides 
and entertaining hair." "Very good, 
funny. at ease." "Very animated 
class ..... Fantastic teacher. great guy. 
Class flew by." 
Int Latin: Grarnmar/Readings 
Hershenson· 1 4.00 

. "Comical to look at, but she's on the 
ball." 

Peccalo - 1 3.00 .Y 381 Greek Civilization 
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102 

Fox· 1 3.00 -==- J1t 
"Good teacher, but needs to wear a 
bra." 
Ghatak· 1 4.00 
"Very lenient and friendly." 
Gilman 2 1.50 
"Competant prof, buttl~~s high
school teaching methods." 'j}Vhines 
and moans. Never gets to class 
material. Childish." 
Guthrie· 1 2.00 
"Can't teach worth shit. Has enough 
grease, in his hair to cook food." 
Hopkins 2 0.00 ' £ , 
"He can "t teach." 
Intro to Prog Using Pascal 
Blair 1 1.00 
"Blair makes something easy like 
Pascal hard by teaching it in Greek." 
Fuhrer/James· 1 1.00 () 
''Tweedledumb & Tweedledumber! 
Ignorance is NOT bliss!" 
Mayo 2 4.00 4.0 

him at 8:00 a.m." 
Woods 4 2.75 

A "Kind of boring. but its [mance .. .'· 
510 Surv Research/Hum Development 

Rutledge 1 4.00 
"A gentleman. They don't make 
them like him anymore." 

bl 203 

"Great teacher. rough class." "Super 
friendly. has fun with the class." 
COBOL 

Cunningham 1 2.00 q?> "He's so short, you can barely see 
him. '-'Explains ir).fo well. nice guy 
but kinda short" 

Civil Engineering 

Honors Gen Chern 
Lane 6 3.33 
"Best instructor at UT. Fifty is a 'B'. 
Lane is extremely laid back. Loves 
his students.''''Takes the mystery out 
of che-mystery." "Fantastic." 
General Chemistry 
Barnes 1 

210 

261 

"Fair, straightforward. hard tests." 
Kleinfelter 1 0.00 0.2 £ 330 
''Tests are a bitch. Needs to loosen 

Engineering Surveys 
Chatterjee 1 1.00 
"A real nice. passive guy, but 
couldn't explain how to tie his shoes 
in two weeks." 
Stresses in Framed Structures 
Burdette 1 4.00 ~ 
"Good teacher. besides being fun to 
imitate." 
Intro to Soil Behavior 
Drumm 2 1.50 
''Tests-hard, labs-hard.'-'Bom in 
hell." 

Communications 
100 Intro to Mass Comm 

Holt 1 0.00 
"He's an old fart from hell." 
Spiceland· 2.00 
"Smart ass." 

£ 442 

Senne 2 1.00 
"Computer Science-speaks fo itself. 
Instructor is good.'·"Course has no 
real world applications." 
Intr Database Mgt Systems 
Bond ' 1 4.00 
"Very thourough. Tests hard. but 
fair." 

Ziegler 2 3.50 ~ Economics 
"She spoon-feeds from the book." 
''The best.''''Makes the class so 
interes1irig. ares AboUt ber 
students." 

Computer Science 
100 Intro to Computing 

WI Intro Econ: A Survey Course 
Clark 2 2.00 1.0 
"His whining was laughable. his "T A 
was a horribly bad teacher." 
Cole 1 0.00 NC Q 
Phillips 10 2.10 -up.''''Not man enough to teach in 

person. Grades very. very. very 
hard." Classics 

Rodriguez 1 0.00 -3.0 £. 
"I hated it." 

"Looks like he's wired on coke." ~ 
"Sleep time.'-'Tests are a bitch." 
"Nice guy and a good lecturer. but 
tests are a bitch.'-'He·s so boring. it's 
unreal.''''Knows what he's talking 
about .. almost" "Bizarre sense of 

Peterson 4.00 1.0 ~ 111 Beg Latin D 101 Intro to Prog Using FORTRAN 
"Professional attitude and lectures." 
Anal Chemistry 
Sepaniak 1 0.00 ~ 
"Instructor went too fast. Tests were 
extremely difficult" " 
Organic Chemistry 
Eastham 1 0.00 -4.0 £ 
''The SOB never looked at the class. 
and then the bastard failed me." 
Lane 1 4.00 
"He's the best - even pays us $5 for 
correct answers." 
Magid 3 3.33 ~ 
"Makes organic chenUstry fun. Great 
lecturer. is very fair and cares abolJt 
students.'-'The bionic hand - nonstop 
Writing.'-'Very fair, excellent." 
Pagni 1 4.00 D 
"If you must have organic take 
Pagni. He knows how to organize. 
present and create interest Tests are 
hard but fair. Grades on curve. 
Follow his study advice." 
Schell 2 3.50 ~ 
"Patient, gives you a chance to make 
a good grade. but immense-amount 
of material to learn." "Good lecturer. 
arrogant with individuals." 
Organic Chemistry 
Pagni 1 0.00 NC ~ 
''This instructor was an assho,le who 
didn't try to give anyone help!" 
Shell .1 0.00 -1.0 ~ 
"Shell is a hardass. His tests are 
VER~ thorough." 

Herschenson· 1 4.00 
"Damn fine, too bad she's only here 
thru the Spring ..... She elucidates 
things so you cannot NOT get it" 

\\ It, 
J' 

Cuany· 1 3.00 
Czurchey· 1 0.00 
"Bad instructor, overbearing 
assignments with no guidance." 

~ . 
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313 

Spiva 12 3.42 
''The man is a genius; I was 
screaming wha-a-le tail Porsche for 
weeks ! ' '' 'Great lecturer, but hard as 
hell tests. ''''Needs new material for 
act.""I don't even like Econ, and 1 
look¢ forward to going. ' .. ·.Hard 
tests!'''"Tries hard." "He's a genius." 
Sylvester· 1 2.00 qz. 
"Tries hard, however too much 
material for transition to semester." 
Intermed Microecon 
Bowlby 1 0.00 8. 
''The class was impossible and 1 
didn't learn anything." 

321 

Glustoff 7 1.71 -0.2 qz. 324 
."Expectseveryone to be 10hn 
Maynard Keyne''''This man can't 
bring himself to a human Jevel. " 
"Excellant lecturer, wil)ing tb help if 
you·have problems." '"Terrible 
·teacher,''''Unfair·fmal , tests was not 
(passable. ~"'He drinks 
Moosehead©?.!!' ., - ) 
Sen 4 1.75 
·.·He is very difficult to _ 
understand. "'"T ests are uilfair." 
"Prepares you for test well. Okay 
lecturer." 
Intermed Macroecon ' 

Garrison 4 3.25 Jlf 
"He is very good at conveying the 
intricaties of economics. He cares 
whether or not students 

understand.""More boring "than Mike 459 
Dukakis.""Excellant instructor." 
Sen 2 1.00 
"All the theoretical appeal of shitting 
straight-up.""Can't teach." 

. International Econ 
Clark 1 3.00 
"Interesting, tough tests, sounds like 
a week-old fart" 
Kunkin 2 1.50 
"Material is extremely confusing: 
Comparative Econ Systems 
Sellers 1 1.00 

461 

495 

Microcomp "and InstrDesign 
Peyton . 1 1.50 
"He's a computer expert, NOT a 
teacher-and it shows." 
Teaching El!glish 
Christiansen· 2 4.00 
"Great handouts. Coursework is 
actually relevant." 
Dev Read SkIs in Cont 
Ryan 1 1.00 
"Plays 'let's guess what 1 mean' with 
students." 
Apple Core 
Not Applicable 3.00 ~ 
"Lets anyone interested in education 
get into a school to talk and watch 
real teachers really teach. Great 

, idea. ''''Great idea, too much work." "He has a hard-on to be like Mr 
.. Rog ers. Avoid like the plague." 
. kEc~ Hist of N At1.~tic Comm 

Education , .t,· 

Mayhew '2 3.00 

"Says o~y a .I~~ PUt. an ~y 
class.:"·Pretty. cooi old ,ladJ ... tends to . 

, , ~ugh' , a lot but she's ~ ," 

. fair,kno'fledgeable top, \ I¥ced her. 
Govt and Business 
Mayo· , 1 4.00 
"Car~ about students." 
Yatsuka' 1 4.00 
"M'akes aboring subject interesting." 

304 

315 

Micr'oconi"and Iristr Des 
Marvin ', l ' '2.00 ( , 

Psy/Learn Chm Mgmt 

ThompIPoppe,n 1 " 2.00 tp 

9 
Bowlby 1 0.00 - Education C &. I 551 

"Boring." 
TheropylPract Cousel 

... ' 
Deprez'o5l ;1< '2 0'- {);OO ' NC 8. 
"He has NO concept of how to 
lecture, whatsoever.""Horrible 
teacher. Boring, difficult to 
understand." 

303 Teaching Eff and Curr Design 
French 1 3.00 
Hodge 1, 1.00 
"Terrible. Total waste of time." 

Thompson 1 4.00 
"Interesting class, excellent 
lectures." 

Elec & Computer Eng 
I 201 Circuits 1 

Adams 3 0-.& 
"Doesn't cover enough in class and 
talks too much about out of class 
things.''''The senile old man can't 
even follow ,his own notes." "Nice 
guy, but he can't teach"worth a shit."· 

Bishop i 4.00 !l]! 
"Very difficult, but good teacher. 
Wants you to learn." 
Roberts· . 1 0.00 8-

. "He taiks'"8s faSt as the man on Fed 

Express f ommercials (really!) and is, 
too c~mcemed with ·thinning out ' the . 
num~r of st}idents in the EE,dept. " 

Zri~t ' ; "3'. 'O.QQ :" 8: 
"Truly a case of, cr~~, r!!ctlll 
inversion.''; ·fnstiuct~r will g~t . 

i\~9~Sq ill rniCldle of probl~, and 
get mad at students for not ,paying 
attention. He doesn't understand 
math, is embarassed and takes it out 
on students." Cannot follow 

ex~ples in book" . . 
Circuits II 

312 

319 

321 

Green 6 0.83 
"Hard tests, low homework 
grades: ''''Bring V aseline© and bend 
over!''''Assumes you know as much 
about Systems as he does. Tests and 
homework .. .long and very 

, difficult.'''·Pathetic, worst 
ever.'''·Expects you to know 
.everything before you take the 
class." 

· Hoffman 1 4.00 0.7 
"I learned a lot from him. Very easy 
to talk to, very willing to help." 
~~g ~ 1 3.00 ' , ~ 
"Good teacher." 
Linear Systems Anal 
Zrida 3 1.33 
"Who, teaches book verbatim." 
' 'Trying, put li<ipeless ~" 

Systems Lab 
Choi ~r 2 0.00 
"He'sucks. '''·m.comprehesable.'' 
Energy Systems"Components 

-;. Symonos 12 3.75 

322 

331 

332 

,"More fun than' a bear has hair." 
"Entertaining, good instructor." "A 

· dandy Englishman. Keeps you 
awake, too.'''·Good teacher, hard 
grading scale.'''·Monty Python 
'liveS:.' '' 'ExcellanC '''Very high 
gradmg scale. ''''A goOd 'teacher in a 

' good -class.'"'Duck Soup!" 
Energy Systems 

· Symonds 1 4.00 
Electronic Devices 
Kennedy 6 1.00 1.0 0 

· "Aaauuuuggghhhhl'! ~H ! "'Assumes 
students already know material. Pop 
quizes. '''·Boring. ''''Mumbled over 
problems, didn't interact with 
students or their questions. Lousy 
instructor.'''·Bad attitude, should not 
be allowed to torment students." 
Pierce 14 2:36 
"Knows his stuff, but can't talk." 
"Hard course made more difficult." 
"Knows material, hard grades." . 
"Boring.' '''B abbling fool.'''·lt's like 
having Ronald Reagan for a 
tea~her. '··If you study~ 'you 'll get a 

· C.''''li!amed a'lot{but not from his 
te'aehing." " ... 
'Electronic Circuit h" 

Kennedy " "2" 0.00 -0.7 8. 
"His teaching abilities border on 

~ autism. He's not very in tune with 
stUdents.''''Too boring, didil't present 
subject too well." 
Rochelle 1 3.00 

Zrida 2 2.00 . qz. 341 

"Easy and sort of fun." 
Fields I 
Neff 5 2.30 

UT's 1 st r,esume service. Since 1982 over 6,000 
students have had us start their careers. ' 

universal printing c ompany 
817 19th street. behind taco bell. 637-2510 

we accept mom & dad's credit cards / 

"Reads the book to students." 
, "SligJ.1~y boring, nice guy." 
Circuits and Electro Mech Camp 
Mukund 3 3.67 ll!!P 
"Excellant, friendly, casual. He does 
not neccesarily need his notes to 
teach It class.'"·He's okay, Circuits is 
just hl!1"d.'''·Ajoke.'' 
Transient Anal 
Bailey 6 2.00 lSI" 
"I learned a lot about rnissles anq 
politics.'··Neat guy, but too 
disorganized.'''·Fun teacher, fair test 
grades."''Too hard on tests ." "Good 
teacher and knows math, but his 
health problems prevented him from 
teaching effectively." 

"Laid back. The man is a 
mathematical genius.'''·Waste of 
'time.''''341 is overloaded with
material, UT did a shitty job on 
trlll}Sferring this class from quarters 
to semestcrs.'''·You won't understand . 
it, but you will pass." "I can read the 
book too!" , " 

Rosenberg 3 0.33 Q -"You'll know even less than 
before.'''·Most confusing.'''·He could 
pass for a high school dropout The 
man should be committed to a 

· mental hospital. Maybe he is from 
another planet, or has done a lot of 
acid.'''·The spa~ teacher;" 

http:time.'K�3.41
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Number right of instructor's name Is the tOJal numbered surveyed. 
Next over Is the Instructor's Grade point Average, far right Is GPA's Icol), 
Next, + is better.-Is worse and NC Is steady compared to last quarter's GPA 
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Communication Theory _ KeIUledy 0.00 -£ 471 C~ EnglBioinstrumentation 

Koch 2 4.00 0.7 rtl 
"Very interesting.·-'A bit hard on 
tests." 
Rosenberg 1 0.00 

Q -"He's not from this planet. His 
head's in the stratosphere 
somewhere. Didn't learn a thing." 
Commupications Lab () 
Rader 1 1.00 
''Too hard and unfair grading." 
Intro Design of Digital Systems 
Bodenheime 1 4.00 NC ~ 
"I learned a lot of cool things. and 
my LEDs lit when they should·ve." 
Martin 11 3.55 ~ 

/ ''Treats you like a good friend. Super 
guy,'-'Fair grading. cool 
dude. "Excellant teacher who ~ very 
helpful,'-'Reads from book," 
"Weak.'-'Good teacher. very laid 
back ..... Makes the class interesting 
and informative." "Nicest guy." 

.tl -Simpson 1 3.00 
. "Good with grading. but 351 is 

overloaded with material. hard to 
keep up." 
Small Computer Systems 
Bishop 10 1.80 1.1 6p 

''The next time 1 meethim. 1 hope 
I'in driving!'-'Dr Bishop wears high 
collars on his shirt to hide the 
circumsion scars ..... No! enough lab 
time ..... Explians things well. Projects 

441 

451 

452 

462 

471 

495 

"Doesn't seem interested in teaching. 
Doesn't seem to like students." 
Digital.Comm 
Koch 3 3.33 
"Good teacher,'-H'One of the few who 
actuallt cares if you learn. Tests were 
a little long,'H'Show up - pass. Skip -
fail." 
Micropro in Computer Engr 
Bodenheime 4 3.75 -0.3 I 
"Never take 2 Bode classes at the 
same time,'H'He knows it all." 
Org and Des of Digital Computers 
Bodenheime 5 3.40 -0.6 ,tl 
"Projects tough, but sorta fun." "Plan 
on living in the lab." "Excellent! 
Knows what needs to be taught and -
how to teach it. Knows his 
stuff,''''Doesn't encourage 
questions." 
PlasmaMHD 
Alexeff 1 4.00 
"He's like a mad scientist!" 
Intro to Pattern Recognition 
Brzakovic. 3 2.33 0.3 qz> 
''Theorecticalas hell, but with her 
looks what else do you need to go to 
c1ass .... Hard to concentrate on 
class,'H'Sexy, but boring. dragon 
lady." 
Senior Seminar 
Roth -2 1.50 
"Boring, Unprepared lectures." "Uh, 
uh. uh. uh. oink!" ' vague sometimes."~ 

class." "Better than Circuits." 
"Backstabber." 

Engineering S & M 
231 ' Dynamics 

Intro to Plasma Engineering 
Alexeff 5 3.60 -0.4 ~ 
"Bombs. holography. . 
cool· 1 ()IIl .... Don·t worry. be happy. 
tomorrow may never come." 
Plasma Lab 
Radet 1 1.00 ~ 
Syst Modeling/Simulation 
Birdwell 7 1.57 6,F> 
"Donulman.'-'Lots of 271 
homework.·-'He·s ilbstr;u;t as 
hell. mConviIx;ed that he is really -
s1!lart ijis homework borders on the 
impossible. On his own 
plane.'-'Hard, long. vague 321 
homework. Medium tests,'-'He's 
abstract. but tests are easy." "S.O.B." 
Linear Control System Design 
Googe 1 3.00 1.0 Jil 
"Get's a little mixed up." 
Pass and Act Network Synthesis 
Googe 4 4.00 ~ , 

"Googe is cool as hell!'-'Googie 
-gives good test. .... Best EE 351 
teacher,'-'Explains things well. Tests 
are very predictable." "Helluva guy." 
Power Systems 
Burgiotas· 1 3.00 NC ~ 431" 
''Teaches and grades fairly." 
Power Elevtronics 
Lawler 2 2.50 6.P 
"Does teach the material well. 
Doesn't like having his results 453 
questioned. .... Explains things well. 
Very tough quizzes and tests. ,. 

Analog Signal Proc Electronics 
Blalock 3 3.67 .~' 455 
"User-friendly dude ..... Hard grader, 
but excellent teacher,'.-'Be prepared 
to work your ass off." 

Pih 2 0.50 
"Can't teach worth shit. Needs to 
retire. Seems annoyed if you go to 
his off'ice,'H'Never take this!" 
Scott 3 3.33 
"Orals are a bitch, quizzes a 
breeze,'-'A twisted human being." 
"Good. teacher, but causes-a lot of 
stress." . 

_ Intro to Biomed Engr 
Wassemian 2 3.50 .§' 
"~ea1laid back kinda dude. " 

-"Wasserman is a cool dude. His 
lectures wander tho .. ." 
Mechanics of MaterialS 1 
Brooks 1 3.00 ' 3.0 .§ 
"He's anefd." 
Pih ' . c;> 3 0.67 0.7 _ 

"What an Bsshole. Tries to embarrass 
, you when you ask questions. Tells 

you that college material should have 
been learned in high 
school.'H'Asshole##·%! !" 
Numerical Methods 
Soliman 2 4.00 D 
"Greatest teacher in the world. 
Really gives a shit.''''Good teacher." 
Funds of Vibrations 
Brooks 3 0.33 2 
"He sucks more than the book 
does,''''The man teaches in another 
dimension. " 
Project in Design and Devel 
Carley 2 3.50 ' .tl 
"Good instructor, will put off 
projects,'H'Good teacher." 

Computer Aided D~ign limo, _ 

Soliman 1 4.00 NC It!¥ 
"Can't describe it to non-engineers." 

lendrucko - 1 0.00 
"He could put King Kong to sleep," 

English 
101 English Comp 

Bushman· ' 1 4.00 
"Cool guy! Best English teacher at 
UTK," 
Calfee 2 0.00 S 
"Bitch is an understatement. She has 
a smart-ass comment about 
everything. Needs to be hit by a 
truck; it would improve her 
intelligence and her looks. The 
whole class hated her," 
Combe 2 4.00 
''Too flexible but great teacher." . 
"Let's you go at your own pace, 
helps with reasoning." 
Coulter 2 3.50 
"Yuppie, but he tries,'-'Coulter acts 
and looks like a student." -
Culberson 1 4.00 NC n 
"Really helpful with INTELUGENT 
suggestions," 
Davis 2 4.00 
"Cool teacher who enjoys the class. 
Doesn't necessarily care about the . 
system. Thinks he's still in the '60's 
and '70's," 
Day· ' I 3.00 
Garret· 3 3.67 
"She is a kind grader and gives 
helpful criticisms." 

~ 

~ 
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Gordon' 2 4.00 
''Treats you like people," 
Hardwig· 1 4.00 
"Great, she's a semi-pushover." 

Lawson' 1 4,00 D 
"Psychedelic dude. 'Easy. Raised in . 
Miami." 
Martin· .1 0.00 ~ 
McCullen· 2 4.00 Il'J! 
"Lots of positive energy." Makes fue 
class fun and-enjoyable. Teaches you 
a lot. Cares about her students." 
Nowell 2 3.50 
"Great teacher, topics,'H'Too quiet, 
needs megaphone for class of 20." ~ 
Patton' . , 1 0.00 'Woo( 

"Never explains assignments due on 
Monday until Friday," 
Richardson 1 0.00 £ 
"She put down people's creativity 
and was very anti-imaginatioIi. 
-Terrible teacher, especially for a 
freshman class," 
Slagle 1 4.00 , ' ~ 
"Really nice, works well-with 
-students." 
Sprague' 1 3.00 ~ 
"Excellent communication with the 
students." 
Swain 1 3.00 
"Knows about subject. basically 
fa,ir." 
Wallie 3.00 
"Doesn't get too much student 
response." 

544-0532 
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Warman· 2 1.00 (>' 
"Too strict with grades ..... A sexually 
deprived individual who takes it out 
on you through tough grading." 

102 Engljs~ ,Comp 
.V"'fBall. · r-~ 1 2.00 qz> 

"Fair." 
Calfee " 1 1.00 ~~ 
"Makes everything so difficult 
Expects a student to know 
everything. Assigned topics very 
difficult." . 
Paige- 1 3.00 ~ 
"Cares about students.work" 
Pinkney· 1 0.00 8. 
"Pickey as a prude and looks like one 
too." 
Powell '. 2 ' 4.00 1.0 D 
"Wonderful teacher, makes-it 
interesting. '~'Tries very hard to make 
a potentially shiny class interesting . 
no thanks to the administr~ors of the 

• English Department." 
Rohloff· 1 3.00 ~ 
"Funny, but rigid as hell with 
deadlines." 
Sorrells· 1 0.00 _ 8-

118 Honors English Comp 
- Clark 1 4.00 NC 

"Very lenient Makes English fun." 
Hammontree 1 4.00 Il:Jll 
?"erby. 1 4.00" Jrn! 
Instructor was very responsive to 

the students needs and made the 
class interesting." 

I H· f 
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Tschantz 3 1.33 (> 232 
''Tough, but give her a chance." 
"Hates men. Thinks too subjectively. 
H~r class makes hell look pleasant." 
English Grammar 
Lawson. . 1 4.00 11 233 
British Literature I 
Combe L 4.00 ·, rJt! 
"Likes your opinion on literature." 
Eckhardt· 1 2.00 qz> 
"Class A ditzy broad - airhead." . 
Powell 1 2.00 '. ~ 
"Difficult to get "along with. .. 
British Literature II 251 
Burghart· 2 3.00 ~ 
"Great sense of humor. Makes the 
class relate to the present" 
Dunn· 1 3.00 ~ 
"Interesting lectures, but he tends to 
go off on a tangent sometimes. 
VERY reasonable grader. Tests are 
fairly easy." 252 
Wilson 1 0.00 £. 
"Bitch from Hell! Incompetent, 
monotonous and unfair." 
Literature of Western World I 
Gill 2 3.50 ~ 253 
"Very knowledgeable, but can't 
teach I!S well as he thinks he 
can.'H'Finally, a live one." 
Von Bretano· 1 3.00 
"Thick accent, opinionated." 
American Literature I 
Calfee 1 4.00 
"Material is great. " 

281 
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~ 306 In°utside materials." 
tro to Shakespeare 

American Literature II 
Robinson 2 1.50 
"Biggest jerk on campus." 
Sherwood. 1 4.00 i I!jl 
"Knows how to teach English." . 
MajOr Black Writers _ . 
Hutchinson 6 2.67 ~ 
"Class is fairly easy, but ~hy is 
teacher white .... Great class that will 
broaden your horizons. You learn a 
lot about yourself and 
life. '~'Boring. '~'White teacher 
teaching black lit,come on." 

Sanders . 2 4.00 D 
"Wonderful class and professor! . 
Very relaxed, knowledgeable, and 
entertaining.'~'The best." 

334 ' Film and American'Culture 
Malm:t<! 2 3.75 
"So understandable it hurts." 

351 The Short Story 
Schneider 1 0.00 
''Thinks that only macho man 
adventure stories are literature." 

~ 355 Adv Expository Writing 
Lew~ 2 2.50 qz> 

Intro to Poetry . . 
Fogelman 3 4.00 
"Excellen! instructor because he 
presents the material in an int~esting 
manner and know his stuff." 
FransiSco 1 3.00 3.0 · Jif 
Tchantz· 1 0.00 . 
"She is a feminist bitch." £ 
Intro to Drama 
Calfee 1 3.00 Jif 
Whatl!'lY· 1 4.00 _ II 
"Makes an impossibly dull course 
very tollerable. G~d Instructor." 
Intro to Fiction 
Francisco 2 2.75 . ~ 
"Great lectures, but the papers and 
shit really suck.'~'Excellent . 
professor. Good lectures. Hard but 
fair." 
Intro to Film Studies 
Maland' 1 2.00 
British Culture to 1660 
Stillmll[l 1 4.00 D 
"Very prepared, includes interesting 

''Too irrelevant in class discussion. 
. Needs to include more writing:" 

Wallace 1 4.00 ~ 
"Best prof I've had at UT." 

364 Wtiting Fiction 
Drake ' 1- 4.00 , 11 
"Vain, brilliant and wonderful." 

372 Structure Modem English 
Riley 3 2.00 qz> 
"Krlows the material but doesn't go 
out of-her way to make it 
interesting.""Just plain stupid." 
"Well structured class. " 

376 Colloquium in Literature 
Miller 33.67 
"Arrogant, but fair. Brown 
graduate.""Very knowledgeable and 
fun. Very competent, good 
personality, interesting and he leaves 
room for opinions other than his 
own." 
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~ 11 
2.6-3.5 . 3 .6-4.0 

405 Shakespeare ll: Later Plays 
Carroll 1 4.00 ~ 
"Really gets into his stuff." 

434 Modern American Literature 
Maland I 4.00 / ~ 
"Literature was excellent and Dr. 
Maland is very open-minded and 
captivating." 

441 Southern Lita"ature 
Drake 1 2.00 qz> 
"A performing ego,'" 

443 Topics in Black Literature 
Miller . 1 - 4.00 ~ 
"Incredibly comfortable and 
conceptual. " 

451 Modern Brit and Amer Poetry 
_ Robinson- 2 0.00 ~ 

421 

"Utterly unfair policies. not to 422 
mention fatally dull," 

455 Persuasive Writing 
Hanuriontree 1 0.00 8-
"She is totally incompetent. Course 
should have been named 
'Independent Try This and 
Evaluative Level Thinking as 430 
Defined by Patsy Hammontree. ' 
Never discussed PERSUASION," --

459 Adv Tech Writing -
Campbell' 1 1.00 () 
"Nightmare." 
Hanse· 0.00 8-
"Uninteresting. no feedback." 
Samson 1 2.00 qz> 
"He cannot be sati.$fied." 

Finance 
301 Financial Management 

Auxier 8 1.75 qz> 
"I'd rather he in hell. "'Leaves things 
out, doesn't care. is burned out, - 431 
never in office. Couldn't care less 
about students.'_· "Enjoyed his 
teaching. but also an interesting _. 
guy,''''Good teacher. tests too long 
though,''''Idolizes Ben Graham." 
Hogan 1 0.00 -3.0 8-
Ketcham 20 1.55 0 
"Good instructor if you buy the study 
guide and do all the 
problems,''''Doesn't care about 
students. has a bad attitude," "Tests 
are awful,''''Dry wit," "Interesting. 
but very sarcastic. LARGE 
curve,''''Flies thru 
material.'''·Embodiment of 
arrogance." 
Rommer' 3 1.67 qz:. 
"Polyester City! The nerdiest 
jokes,''''Easy,''''Has a very relaxed 
attitude." 
Trimble 9 0.72 8-
"Boring class and hard test, but good 
curve,''''He doesn;t know what he's 
talking,about. Worst instructor 
ever.""Very unsure of 
himself. ''''Needs to bring his level of 
understanding down to 
undergraduates,''''Works 50% of 
homework incOrrectly," 
Viswanathan· 1 4.00 @ 
"Great guy. truely cares about 
students. Sweats like an Exxon 
mechanic," 

450 

460 

470 _ 

471 

Wachowitz 3 - 2.67 2.7 ~ 482 
"Great lecturer and I really learned 
something in class,';"Energetic. 
interesting.'''·Stuck-up sarcastic. Had 
to have it his way." 

Investment Anal 
Daves 3 2,33 
"Clueless, not a very good 
lecturer.""Unorganized, but grades 
easy." 
Hogan 2 4.00 0.3 D 
"Very knowledgable about subject, 
helpful to students. Forty-page 

Goolsby 1 2.00 qz:. 310 . Intro Maps. Aer. Photos & Cart 

"Boring . . Good to take though." 

Forestry 
250 Conservation 

Strange 4.00 NC ~ 
"Most interesting, entertaining class 
ever," 

300 Issues Renew Nat Resr 

Fontanez 1 3.00 -0.5 
"Interesting, informative." 

323 . Behavioral Geography 
Bell 3 3.33 
"Nice guy -likeable but picky." .. "{Jl 

paper." 
Wansley 9 2.44 

qz:. Schill 1 4.00 
French -

lt1!l 340 

"Very interesting.· .. ·MateriaHs fuy, 
but his jokes are bad enough to make 
you laugh." 
Econ Geog: Core Concepts 

"Great teacher. Thorough class." 
''This man is dead, terrible!""He 
sucks basically. Not difficult 
material, but somehow he destroys 
your intelligence. ""Interesting 

. class. ""Learned a great deal, and it 
was fun,''''Makes class interesting," 
Portfolio Anal and Management 
Tucker 11 3.27 -0.3 ~ 
" Very knowledgable, but leaving." 
"Hard to understand, easy tests, hard 
grader, he's leaving this 
semester,''''Study the 'sampie . 
tests,''''Boring teacher, easy tests;" 
Financial Markets . 
Shao 11 3.18 
"Pretty good teacher, great tests." 
''Tells explicitly what's on tests." 
"Easy, but boring as shit." "Should 
have a 'notes package.' Too much
overhead writing." "Boring lecture • . -
but good class to 
take. ···Breeze. "'Allows 'cheat sheet 
of notes." . 
Trimble 2 0.00 -2.5 8. 
"Gould not lecture, and tests were 
unbearably hard.'''·He is terrible. the 
class is boring." -
Financial Institutions 
Newman 6 3.83 
"Great teacher, one who gives a shit 
about students.·"·Super-
interesting. "'Best on campus." 
"Expellent teacher. fair,''''Knows 
material." 
Shao 3 3.33 
"Nice,' .. ·~cent teacher." 
Fin Mgmt: Theory ~d Practice 
Wachowitz 10 3.50 . ~ 
"A very good teacher,''''Great 
teacher. "'Good insight of 
material.·"'Yuck!·"·Ass!" 
"Intere~ting, learn a lot." 
Adv ~opics in Financial Mgmt 
Shrieves 1 3.00 
"Good teacher, hard exams." 

~ 

Risk Management and Insurance 
Auxier 7 2.71 -0.3 J;1 
"Hard tests-good lecturer,''''Fair.'' 
'~First take a course in shorthand" 
"Sort of boring,''''Good, but tests are 
10ng,''''Long tests (135-185 
questions" 
Estate and Financial Planning 
DOtterweich 5 2.60 1.9 ~ 
"Boring.""Rambles in class. but does 
know material. Open book/note 
exam," 
Real Estate Fin and Invest Anal 
Goolsby 6 1.83 -1.2 qz:. 
"Get him early in the day-great nap 
time,''''A bit boring." 
Urban Development and Fmance 
Boehm 4 .1.75 6l.Z> 
"Nice guy. poor instructor.''''Test 
more difficult than expected," 
"Shouldn't be allowed to teach!! 
He's bo~g.' : _ 

111 

112 

211 

341 

421 

ElemFrench 
Heisdorf· 1 4.00 
"A drill sgt who makes you learn," 
Rabot 3 • 2.33 qz:. 
"A sawed-off dynamo. Genuflects to 
no one. Excellent instructor.'''·She·s 
the best in the morning, because 
she's only told her jokes 
once,''''Didn't koow shit. I think they 
took some French peasant and told 
her to teach French!" 
ElemFrench 
Campion· 1 0.00 
"Doesn't deserve to be paid." . 
Salem 1 1.00 -3.0 
"Goes too fast, gives too much 
homework." 
Intermed French 

372 ·' 

412 

415 

449 

Bell 1 4.00 D 
"What a stud! A real ladies' man! 
Best lay on campus. One pf the top 4 
profs on campus," :-
Geography of Middle America 
Pulsipher 1 4.00 
"Very inta"esting and fair," 
Cartography 
Carter 2.00 
''Too much work, too many 
projects." 
Quant Methin Geography 
Ralston 2 3.00 
''The material is a bitch!" "Difficult 
material, helpful teacher," 
Geogiaphy/fransport 
Ralston 2 3.50 
"Cool Mofor'Good guy. faiT." 

Elliot l ' 4.00 
"Entertaining and makes French 
fun." 

Geology . 
~ 101 Gen Geology 

Petrovska 3 0.00 NC 8-
"Yells at students. won't write on the 
board or explain. no oral work. 
Teacher has very poor skills. Very 
irritating, rude and abusive toward 
students,''''A crazy bitch," 
Prough· 1 2.00 qz> 
"Intermed Comp and Conversation 
Elliot 1 4.00 ' II 
Phonetics 
Elliot 1 2.00 
"Proof that the French have a lot of 
culture. but no manners." . 

NC .-"' Delcourt 1 0.00 
"Didn't learn a thing." 
Dunne '. 2 4.00 
"Great new professor. Almost makes 
those rocks come alive. Easy if you 
keep up.'''·Coilcise undelstandahle 
lectures." 
Kopp 2 4.00 
"Very fair-no trick questions on 
exams. ·"·Fair. and somewhat 
interes.ting. " 
Misra 1 3.00 ..d 
"Pretty good, sometimes insulting. 
Still. a good teacher," 
Williams . -1 4.00 

Geography "Instructor was patient and fair. I 
liked the soft seats and dim lighting 
at 7:50 m the morning." 

101 

102 

131 

132 

141 

World Geography 
Rehder 5 3.80 
"Poor jokes. but the slides are 
great.'''·Shows slides. interesting 
stories,''''Never dreaded class," 
"Interesting, not to mention 
entertaining. • .. ·Cool." 

201 Fossils!Evolution 
Kopp 1 3.00 
"Weird in a f¥nny way. and he 
makes Geology half-way 
interesting." , 

210 Basic Geo for Engineers 
~ Byerly 2 1.50 

World Geography 
Rehder 1 4.00 0.4 
"Any professor who we!lfS flowers "Snooze city,'~'Okay lecturer, but 
on his shirt has to he cool." tests are ridiculous." 
Geo of Nat Envir German 
Hammonds i 4.00 ~ 
"Iitteresting and fairly easy." 
Horn 5 -2.80 ..§f 
"Her charisma 3nd love of her job 
rubs off on her class,''''Looks over 
students,''''Great articulator." "You 
don't fall asleep," 
Geo of Nat Envir 
McQuary· - 1 4.00 D 
"A cool chick, and wears revealing 
jeans." 
futro to Econ Geography 
Brinkman 6 1.00 
''Too much memorization. "'1 have 
never heard so many 'uh's in my 
life. ''''Boring as hell." "Impossible. 
drop coUrse if you gethim.'''·No 
need to study. you will fail no matter 
what,''''Puts anyone to sleep with 
monotone voice." 

101 

102 

201 

ElemGerm 
Bertrams· 1 4.00 IDP 
"He really made German fuil~ He 
wanted us to learn and was always 
learning from us. he really cared if 
we had a problem. and always 
understood. Wir liehen dirt Georg!" 
Dabir 1 3.00 -1.0 ~ 
"A Pakastani teaching German to -= 

Americans. 'Nuff said" 
ElemGerm 
Dabir 1 4.00 
"Gets to know ,the students, even 
invites them to his parties!" I. 
Intermed Geiman 
Lauckner . 2 2.50 
"She tries. but doesn't make the 
grade. The tests are easy. and the 
homework too." 

Continued Next Page -
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Tarmert· 4.00 
"Veiry understanding." 
Underwood· 1 4.00 
"She's an intersting English lass that 
really cares what you are doing." 152 

Health 
110 Personal Health 

230 

305 

310 

360 

420 

Crooks 1 4.00 
"Fun class." 
Kirk 2 3.00 
"Grades harder than expected but 
still fun course.'"'Boring, rambles." 
CPR 
Ellison 1 4.00 
Sch Community Health 
Benson· 1 4.00 
"Good class to bring that GPA up." 
Advanced Firstaid/Emergency Care 
Carroll· 1 3.00 ~ 
"C'mon Casey, what exactly will 
you be looking for" 
Casey 2 0.00 
"Biggest asshole at UT. He doem't 
know shit about the course. Loves 
guys, hates women." 
Goldmon· 1 2.oQ 
"Grades harder than any other 
instructor teaching the course." 
First Aid 
Thompson . 2 ' 3.50 
"Funny, talks about dying." 
SexEd 
Wallace 1 4.00 l3J 
"Very interesting class and teacher." 

History 
151 Western Civ I 

Beemon 2 1.50 -2.5 t:p 
"Relates Greek Civ to East Tn 
History, however he is an excellent 
lecturer.'-'Great teacher, but course 
sucked. You had to bust your ass 
every minute of the quater, tests were. 
horrendous, boring!" 
Bing ' 3 1.00 
"He thinks he's a preacher. Gives 

" sermons. Have to try super hard to 
understand him.'-'He is too picky 
about what he wants and does not 
explain it until it is too late. '-'A 
religious freak." ' 
BJUJ1Ul1ett 2 ' 3.00 
"Boring.'Tests straight from the 
study guide." 

157 

195 

251 

Crowsman· 1 2.00 
!.i.P 257 

'''Copy-cat' from professor." . 
Haas 2 0.00 NC 8-
"Goddamn Nazi, if I see him on the 
street, I'll kill him.'"'He is the only 
person to whom I have ever wanted 
to give a ftydrochloric acid enema." 
Lansing 2 2.50 ~ 

"Boring lecturer.""Pretty interesting 
lectures. Too many papers to write 
and grades too hard." _ fi'ij. 

McDonald 1 4.00 lUi' 
"The best teacher I have ever had 

334 

340 

anywhere." 
Miller 1 0.00 9 353 -"She needs to 'go back to France and 
jstay!" 
Pickney 1 4.00 4.0 , ~ 
"Best teacher I've ever had." 
Smith 2 2.50 !.ip 

"A country boy done good. I can't 
take a history professor under 40 
seriously.'-'Great lectures, the test 
comes straight from the notes, 

362 

reasonable grader." 
Trainer 1 0.00 £. 
"He trained under the Marquis de 
Sade. Told me I was doing fme, then 
gave me aD." 
Western Civ II 
Bohstedt 1 4.00 NC 
"He was organized. interesting and 
the course material was good." 

I!!Ih" 
1Ui" 

Lanza 1 3.00 ,.gf 
"Semi interesting, tests are pretty 
straight-forward." 

Q Miller 1 0.00 -2.3 _ 

"Lispy-mouthed bitch." .lJ1 
Morris 2 3.50 
"Makes subject interesting with good 
informative lectures and 
films.""Personable, but doem't 
lecture well." 
Trainer 1 0.00 
"H I could follow his train of 
thought, and knew what the hell he 
was talking about ..... 
Honors Western Civ I 
Trainer 8 1.25 1.3 
"Has a love for sodomy. His love for 
analytical reasoning is only preceded 
by his fetish for Michael ~akis 
wearing women's evening 
wear.""Trainer is a sadistic and total 
bastard. Thinks the world can be 
explained by a unified hypothesis." 
Afro-Am Hist: Intro 
Morrow 1 4.00 
"She is a great teac~er who can take 
criticism." 
History of US I 
Charney 1 0.00 
"Uneducated yankee! Says 'idear' 
instead of 'idea." 
Wheeler 3 4.00 NC Jr!P 
"A very fascinating, humorous man, 
who is able to provide excellant 
historical perspective." "Renews 
ideas on old subjects in very 
interesting ways. Highly 
recommended.'-'Uses humor to 

. teach." 
History of US J1: 
Johnson ' . 1 4.00 LO 
Utley 1 3.00 
"Great instructor, but I'm failing." 
Wheeler 2 3.50 -0.5 .§ 
"I audited. class. No responsibility, 
plus I picked up some chicks." 
Honors' History of US I 
Matson 1 3.00 
"Sparkling lecturer. Definite left
wing bias, though." 
History of Germany I 
Haas 1 3.00 
History of Russia 
Chmielewsk 2 1.00 -3.0 
"He won't even let you tape his 
class!! Thinks 20 page typed paper is 
standard.'"'Heinous! He proves 
Falwell's 'queer school teacher' 
thesis." 

365 

not too hard.'-'A systematic survey 
of the other side of the world. Very 
professional.'-'A friendly professor." 
Hist of Japan 
Farris 1 ·0.00 2-
"He is an awful instructor and very 
boring." 

369 History of Middle East 
Brummett 2 2.50 5J!> 

450 History Am/Foreign RelaJ 
- Utley 2 0.00 ~ 

'The terminator! Boom!,-'Gives 
notes and tests from hell ... a real 
asshole!" 

451 US Military Hist 1754-Present 
Johnson 1 4.00 ~ 

Industrial Engineering 
300 ' Quality Control 

Aikens . 2 2.00 -2.0 ~ 

305 . 
"I wish he told us what quality 
control was." 
Motion/rime Study 
Doulet 1 3.00 
"Lectures sometimes too long." 

400 Manufacturing Materials/Processl'r 
Snider 1 3.00 3.0 ~ 
"A very nice person, a little boring." 

401 Integrated Manufacturing Systems 

Fortney 1 1.00 , \'> 
'''This.class is useless with this 
instructor." 

402 Prod Syst Plan/Ctrl , 

403 

404 

405 

Ford 1 1.00 
'The man has red h~." 
Prod Pac Design & Mat Handlinr 
Claycombe 2 3.50 -0.5 ~ 
"Has good jokes. Makes clay fun. 
Helps students. Very funny yet gets 
the work done." 
Senior Seminar 
Goulet 1 4.00 
"One of the best teachers in the 
department." 
Engineering Economy 
Bontiadelli. ' 1 3.00 AI 
Doulet 5 4.00 NC D 
"Real world stuff & fun guy.''! wish 
he was my papaw; a 
millionaire.'"'The best in the 
dept.'"'Easy tests, real-world 

, problems." 
Ford 2 4.00 
"Good Coverage and explanation of 
material.'"'Corky is tops!" 

Italian 
111 Elem Italian 

Brizzio 2 3.00 . A 
"She takes a little getting used to, but 
then you can really learn a lot." 
Ianelli· 1 4.00 ~ 
"Spoonfeeding spectacular." 

Journalism 
201 Publicity and Public Relations 

Morg!1l 1 4.00 I 

Civil War/Recon Hist 
Muldowny 31.00 

f> 290 

"She is not interested in research, she 
is interested in you." 
Photojournalism 
Heller 2 3.00 

"Has lecture memorized. could just 
playa tape recorder.'-The man 
could bore the ears off a horny 
elephanL'-'Boring as hell, and every 
Southern red-neck is there." 
Hist of East Asia 
Hao 4 3.25 
"Not too entertaining, but fair and 

"Great teacher .'"'Boring." 
460 Mass Comm History 

Everett 1 4.00 

Linguistics 
200 Lang, Lingistics, and Society 

Lighter· 1 4.00 ... 
"Excellent lecturer, enjoys subject." 

Management 
301 Princ of Gen and Oper Manag 

Boling 5 1.00 
"Extremely boring. '-'·Boring, stupid 
class ..... Knowledgeable but has 
trouble relating to students." "He's 
really a nice guy, but. .... 
Fox· 2 3.00 
"He might be a better student." 
Klippel· 1 1.00 
Maddox 18 1.56 0.1 
"Tests are fair.'-'Hard to stay awake 
for 75 minu~s.""Mr. Charisma. Only 
reason to go to class is because of 
roll. Loses me 10 minutes into 
period ..... Good 
instructor ..... Chauvanistic. Raw liver 
is more exciting than this." "His S11its 
drive me crazy , 

McMillan 1 4.00 ~ 
"First rate instructor. I wish they 
were all this good.': 

303 Mgt Info Systems 
Merkhund· 5 1.00 f> 

311 

321 

- "No clarity, knowledge or teaching 
ability.""We teach ourselves." 
Mukherjee- 3 1.67 tp 
"A little-hard to understand at 
times.""Nice guy. Helps you a lot 
with projects." 
Van Buren· 1 2.00 
"Confusing classroom lectures, 
difficult projects, but he's very 
helpful outside of elass." 
Labor Relations 
Cole 3 2.00 
"Worthless lectures." 
Organ Structure and Behavior 
Bobrow 4 2.50 
"Teaches with the zest of 
intoxication. Tests are hard but 
good." 
Warren. 3 1.67 6I!' 

'341 Operations Management I 

401 

, Patel 4 ' 2.00 .sn 
"More boring than the'book." "Great 
if you have an interpreter." 
Business Strategy/Poliey, . 
Fryxell ' 1 1.00-

• "Carmot keep personal bias out of his 
'grade scale. He is extremely sarcastic 
when you go for help." . A 
Hansen 7 1.00 \ I 
"A real asshole.""Gives midterms 
from hell. Looks and acts like an 
ageing yuppie.'-'Strict grader." 
"Nuke the bastard." 
Wilson 5 1.60 !.i.P 
"He stayed under water after his 
oxygen tank ran out last time lie 
scuba dived. He doesn't know any 
answers. 'Is that right or wrong?' , he 
says yes." 

421 Strategic Formul/lmplemen 
Payne· 1 4.00 ~ 

43 r Persormel Management 
Loilson· 1 3.00 .lJ1 

Marketing 
301 Marketing Management 9 

. Arup. 1 0.00 -
Burns 6 1.67 !.ip 

"Good class, tests are okay." "Very 
nervous; shits bricks when questions 
are asked.'"'It's not intro, it's hell," 
Clemons 12 2.25 LSl!> 
"Arrogant; likes to give 'trick' 
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320 

420 

430· 

questions ..... He is humerous and I 
enjoyed the book.'-·#l Ierk!" "He's a 
glamour boy.'-·Really stuck on 

. himself. should stick to modeling." 
Klippel, 1 2.00 6J!> 
"Fair classroom lectures are straight 
from book. No need to attend clas~ ." 

McMillan 6 2.OQ -2.0 L!l1I 
"He had great curves.'K·A total flak. 
very generalized lectures followed 
by very specific tests that result in 20 
point curves. Trys to come across as 
one of the guys but in reality he is an 
authoritarian .• K·Male chauvanist 
pig." 
Peters 6 3.50 ' ,0.5 ~ 
"Very fair and great looking too!" 
"Bring a pillow~ " , 
Buyer Behavior 
Adams ':. 4 , 3.50 ._ 
"Very witty! very fair.'K·Should leave 
school and go into stahdup since he's 
funnier than· he is infonnative. 
Mkt Research and Info Planning 
Faulds 11 1..18 ' 0.2 ~ 
Promotion Management1' 
G~dial 5 2.80 ~ 
Marketing Anal and Strategr 

~ Gardial 1 ' 4.00 , .t-
.1 

Rentz 2, 1.50 1.0 ~ 
"Baby who dOeSn't have a,clue." 
"Not very helpful." 
Ana Mkt Opp Mkt Dec 

fal Cadotte . 4 4.00 . 

Materials Science 

• 

In~ to 'Material Sci and Engr 
() Becker 7 1.00 1:.0 , 

"Knows material. but can' t reach." 
"Lectures are very scattered." 

: "Unorganized and hind tests." 
Benson 5 2.00 6J!> 
"It's just it boririg subject." 
Meek ,. 4 2.50 Ijm . t1? 
"Long exams.'K·Talks about his 
research. not the material: Tests are 
impossible.·K·Nd'surprises· ... 
Pedraza . 2 1.00 
"English isn't his first language." 
"Fall asleep m 5'Ininutes."-' 

Math )' ; , '..r' 

110 A!gebraic ~e3so~g. ',~')' Q 

Anderson _ '._ ~I. _?,67J .'1'-' ..;. 

"Cocky about math. likes 19. fail you. 
Class A ass ..... Know~ supj~~ but ' 
only e'xplains his way." _ 
Davis 1 3.00 
"Very understanding ... 
Mater' 1 - . 2.00 
' 'Too talkatIve." 
Ogden 1 4.00 
"She expl~ed th~ problemsand 
worked with you until you 
understood . • 
Preston 1 

I 

3.00 
"She's a dumb-ass. Qut not a 
masochist." 
Smith. IC 1 2.00 
"Much of the lecture'is irrelevant. 
but you can learn from the book." ~ 
Stark - 1 4.00 
Wise. I 1 0.00 ~ 
"He cannot teach,. Always makes 
mistakes. does not explain clearly." 

115 Statistical Reasoning 
Clark, M 1 3.00 J1l 
Laid back, and fun." 

121 

122 

130 

141 

Smith. I 4 0.50 2. 
"Cynical. is never prepared, we are 
always correcting him." "Uncaring. 
cynical instructor." "He has a poor ' 
attitude and tells you he doesn't 
care.'-·Senility is not an excuse! (I 

. have a B-t in the class. '-'What is he 
always laughiung about" 
Calculus A 
Bonee' 3.00 Jjl 
"Kind of boring. Knows the info." 
Doss 1 4.00 It) 
"Off the ,wall kinda guy." 
Keller 1 0.00 ~ 
"Instructor is lousy." 
Mclean' 1 1.00 () 
"Doesn't expl~ anything." 
Reagan. 1 4.00 " . 
"I wish we could've had more class 
'time; to'o little time to get anything 
;'done."< . . .1I· 

Soni. RP 1 '0;00 
"Is so smart lie's stupid. Too boring. 
too fast and too compliCated. Would 
rather have a prison serltance than 
repeat his course.'" '. I 

Calculus B 
Campbell· ' ~ 1 3.00 
"Free tutoring." 
Dydak 1 0.00 

'. "From another country 'and can't 
understand what I say." 
Pre-calculus 
aakef· 1 2.00 
"Can'tteach at'all: but gave fair 
tests." 
Clark' 2 , 3.00 
"Can't keep. shit straight.'K·He covers 
what the book doesn't & vice-versa. 
He is very neat & thorough. Fun to 
learn." 
Mannar' 2.00 6J!> 
"Very impersonal. Talks too damn 
fast. She puts the hardest problems 
she can frnd on the tesf." 
Reagon· 1 4.00 @tl 

""Great teacher. She's Americ'k and 
"you can understand her." ,,!' , 
Tribby" '''2'' ,0.00 L' , £ 
"DUmbass: Was going 'iOrinajor in 
math. He got me to lose mterest." 
Calculus I (!\ • 

Borlang: V ' 1 4.00 '. NC ~ 
":She explains' well in easy 'to 
underStaD.d terins and with good 
examples." Q 
Davis 0.00 ~ 
Fusco' , 1 0.00 ~ 

"No syllabus. This crazy idiot 
. teaches spaghetti mathematics. I 
. can't believe UT hired him." .A 
Karakashia. ' 1 1.00 1.0 \l 

Monar' 0·00 £ 
"Doesn ' t speak English and a real 
bitch. If only I could speak Hindu." 
Mulay 1 1.00 0 
"Knows every theorem conceived. 
assumes that you do too! Run like 
hell to drop/add." 
Nash 3 2.67 J1l 
"Easy to understand. very helpful. 
very fair tests.'K'This bitch wouldn't . 
die even when doused with water." 
Vicy· 1 4.00 QjJ 
"She was very good." 

Wade 2 4.00 NC ~ 
"Very clear instruction. willing to 
help. terrifIc.'-'The best professor I 
have EVER met. Really cares." 

142 Calculus IT 

151 

Condo 2 2.00 
"Pretty good. but tests are a pain. 
(hardest problems .... Grad student still 
doesn't know what to do." 
Mannar 3 1.67 ~ 
"Goes too fast:·K·Ooes at the speed of 
a bullet train ..... She is very fast." . 
Nash 1 4.00 NC ImP 
''Teaches in a very informal. easy to 
learn manner." 
Retnam 1 .. 0.00 

Q -"Couldn't speak English." 
Richter · 4 2.25 6J!> 
.. Krtows material. Moyes t~ fast. but 
will .help if you ask ... ·.·Good on some 
topics. a~fuJ. on others.'; , 
Shaeffer· ... , 1· .. , 0.00 " '£ 
"His teaching quality is about as 
good as the ·beer." 
Thurston . 3 2.00 . , 
"He knows the material_I still 
don·t.'-·Do review exercisl;sand beg 
for forgiveness.'~·Doesn·t know the 
material." 
Wade 2 , • ~.OO NC Q1J 
';A very good teacher.'K·A great 
teacher. keeps it interesting." 
Bio-Calculus I 
Alquizo 4 0.00 

, "Son of a bitch. This dude just got 
off the banana boat. '-'Looks and 
talks just like Tattoo on 'Fll!1tasy 
Island.· .... He can't speak English. let 
alone' teach Calculus! ···Went with a 
clue. left without one." 

200 Matrix Computations 
Davis. R 1 1.00 r;1 
"fle's okay ifyou're deafl" 
Husch 4 3.25 ,tl 
','A one-hour class. Split the cost of 
book with a frien!l. you'll only need 
it for homework. Husch lectures 

'r~ally great.'K·lnter~s~ing. ni~e 
guy.'··Understandable .and ~illing to 

, help." ) cp-
Kuo · 4 (i5 

(, , . 
.. ':Not a'good lecUjrl!r. ,tests ,suck." 

-,. ,"Seems !? be intimidll:led qx¥the 
. pl¥s Easier to learn the material 
from .the book only.'··~ traight from 
the book.'"·Easy class. can't 

. understand her." 
Mathews 2 0.50 
"I know more than he does." 
Nicholas 2 3.50 JJ1 
"I can't believe engineers must take 
thi .. s. 

.. Reed· 3.00.Jfl 
221 Discrete Math I 

Haefner' 1 '3.00 J1I 
Wagn.er· 1 3.00 .6! 

231 Differential Equations I 
Alexiades 2 2.50 ~ 

. "Has no concern for the students. 
only whether he gets the material 
covered.'K·Finally made Math 
understandable." ( " S Brown 3 0.33 
"On loan frOITl Alabama. He doesn't 
have a practical bone in his body. 
Kind of self-taught." "Has his mind 
on his next meal. Graduate students 
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can't pass his tests-Crimson Tide out 
for revenge." 
Ionskowki' 1 3.00 
.. F air tests." 
Kuo 0.00 S 
"She can't speak or understand 
English." 
Rajput 3 1.33 0 
''This guy coUldn't wipe his ass 
without dir~tions. An absolute . 
idiot ..... Fair tests. but it takes a month 
to get to where you can understand 

_ him.'-·Needs to talk English, but is 
okay for a foreign prof." 
Rosinski 4 2.00 L!l1I 
"1 would rather have a talking hors~. 
At least I could understand 
it.'K·Straight from the book. heavy 
aocent.· .. ·Soimds likeBelky." 
Simpson 3 3.33 ~ 
"Good teac~. but bOring.'''·Do 
NOT underestimate him. Good 
teach'! .. 
Sundberg . i r ' 4.00 QjJ 

, "Clear picnire of whole topics." 
Svirs!cY' • 1 2.00 L!l1I 
''Tends to go too fast." 
Calculus III 
Hinton 1 . '3.00 

Wa~~ . ( 2 }.~ '. U!jJ 
"Good teacher. ti!li¥~iliries." "GreaL 
stories." '(;0 • 

Matrix Algebra I 
Wachspress 1 0.00 ~ 
"Gives tests over and above m~lial 
he has 'taught. .... ·He doesn 't know 
how to teach the concepts of math ... 

323 Probability I 
Rajput 1.00 () -' 

. "Death 'sentence." i .. C (. " 
Smith. I ' . 1 2.00 ~ 
"Difficult." 

341 Anal I 
Soni. R . 1.00 
.. usy tests." 

411 Numerical Modeling 
Row 1 " 3.00 1;\ 

431 Diff Equations IT . 
< Hin'ton ' ,·2 ~;,; 4.00 . r lr]l 

"Explains- maieriallthotoughly." 
. .' "Fair tests. answers questions 
.~ clearly. Tests are too long." 
447Jill Hortors:Adv Cal ulus I 

Iordon 1 " 4:00 I 
"Fantastic instruetor." 

455 Abstract Algebra 
~ Husch 1 0.00 -4.0 S 

471 

"Most disorganized prof I've ever 
had a college course with!" 
Numerical Anal' 
Lawkins. W ' 1 3.00 
"Expects too much." 
Romine · 1 3.00 
"Giv s. good notes ... 

Mechanical Engineerinw; 
.. I r. .... '" .. , ~ 

331 Thermodynamics " 
Air.. l' 0.00 
"A poor excuse for a human beilig . 
Death would be too gOod for ruin. 
Castration is recommended; he must 
not be allowed to breed. Perhaps his 

. only worth~hile task in life"is 
sucking the lint from between the 
toes of yaks in the mating season. 
Never!" 
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The Lame Manifesto 

- Parsons 3 2.33 6!.? 301 Intro Nuke Eng 
Dodds· 1 0.00 
"He's an arrogant SOB." 

"Sux. ''''Thoroughly understands and 
-explains material. Tests are too 

long." 310 Thermal Hyrdraulics 
Scott 2 4.00 11 341 Fluid Flow 

Keyhani I ~.{. 3 3.3 3 .JiJ 
"A great teacher.'''-roo ebullient" 

"One of the best unless you want 
someone who doem't speak 

344 Heat Transfer 
Ketkar· 1 0.00 

. English." 

8. Nutrition 
Keyshock· 1 2.00 top 100 

363 Dyn and Vibr of Machines 
Dubey· 1 3.00 ~ 
''Test questions relate to homework." 

391 

455 

465 

Speckhart 2 4.00 
'lIard tests." 
Engineering Anal 
Krane· - 1 1.00 
"Reads from notes." 
Intro Machine Design 
Wilson· 1 4.00 
Elements of Machine Design I 
Holland 1 3.00 
"Easy tests, 'interesting' lectures." 

466 Elements of Machine Design II 
Holland· 1 3.00 

Medieval Studies 
201 Medieval Civilization 

Ball 1 3.00 
"Boring but easy." 

261 Med Culture: Early Middle Age 
Moses· 1 1.00 
"Wasn't prepared for class." 

Microbiology 

120 

~ 
220 

313 

~ 320 

321 

410 _ 

423 

Intro Nutrition 
.Bailey 2 2.50 . ~ 
"Over our heads most of the time. -
But overall. a good guy.'''·Boring 
lecturer." 
Intro Nutrition 
McGrath ·1 4.00 
"So 'into' his class he motivates the 
student Excellent intro level class. 
The class is treated professionally." 
Food Service Sys Mang 
Sneed 1 2.00 
"She thinks she knows it all." 
Advanced Nutrition 

~ 

Bailey 1 3.00 jl 
Quantity Food Pro. Prod & Serv 
Sneed 1 2.00 ~ -
Quanity Foods Lab 
Sneed 1 2.00 ~ 
Professional Issues in Dietetics 
Carruth 1 1.00 
"Battleaxe from hell." 
Design and Layout _ 
McGrath 1 2.00 
"A real smartass." 310 Intro to Microbiology 

McMahon 1 3.00 jl Philosophy 
410 

430 

Physi and Gen~tics of Bacteria 
Montie· 1 0.00 ~ 
"Sucks worse that the UT football 
team." 
Immunology 
Wust 3 0.00 
.. Why .... Save mice - kill human. 
Experiment o"n Wust" 

Music 
100 Fundamentals of Music 

Hawthorne 1 0.00 Q Whines -constantly. too hard." _ -
110 Music Appreciation 

Fraley 2 3.00 _ 1.5 ~ 
Trevor 2 4.00 ~ 
"Attending concerts is great." "Easy. 
fun, and very different" 

120 History of Rock & Roll -
Young 13 3.38 
"Has acid flashbacks during 
lectures.'''·What can be said that 
hasn't been said before" '1ncredible 
elective alternative. Loved going to 
class!"Good topics - strange man.''',! 
could get stoned for class and not 
miss anything." 

359 Marching Band 
Julian 3 0.33 0.3' ~ 

. !Jason's father likes to yell and 
insult people. Long hours of work for 
one hour of credit-always pissed 
off.'''·Julian is an asshole. Everything 
about it ruined my sense of 
appreciation of music." 

~.~c1ear Eng 
203"r~ermodynamics I 

Katz 2 1.50 () 
"She is a good prof. but she can be a 
butthole.'''·A fucking bitch, has no 
clue to what she's talking about" 

110 

111 

120 

130 

135 

The Human Cond: Value & Reality 

Hambliit 1 4,00 NC ~ 
"He's a great teacher and you 
actually learn in his class." ~ 

Jay. 1 4.00 l!1i' 
"He was a real person, not a clone." 
Levvis 1 2.00 ~ 
"Ignores questions and comments." 
Postow 1 3.00 ~ 
"Kind of 1:xlring. but grades easy." 
Rankin· 1 4.00 I 
"Easy to understand." 
Wilson 1 4.00 trJll 
''Truely interested and relates well." 
The Human Cond: Know & Reality 
Aquila· 1 0.00 9. 
·'Too. philosophical. out of touch ~ 
with reality." 
Cohen 1 0.00 -1.0 ~ 
''The man has a Brillo pad for hair 
and the courSe is simply bullshit 
Who cares if we 're mind and body. 
or just body? We're here just the 
s8Dle." 
Hamlin 1 4.00 NC mlP 
"Best teacher on campus." A 
Nolt 1 1.00 'l<' 
"Boring. uses personal views instead 
of book." 
Western Thought: An~q-15oo .<l 
Van de Vate 1 3.00 an 
"Nice guy. but he makes you feel 
stupid." 
Informal Logic 
Mazoue 1 3.0() ~ 
"Pretty cool, but kinda weird." 
Formal Logic 
Emmet '. 2 1.00 -2.5 6 
''Thinks she is an old gun-slinger 
from the old west. tries to blow your 
mind instead of teach. Don't get ~ • 

320 

her shit-list.'''·Much too hard -
stressful- awful!" 
Ancient Western Philosophy 
Cohen 1 4.00 NC 
"I think he likes me." 

345 Medical Ethics 
Lavin 1 3.00' 
"Good, but biased." 

Physics 
121 Intro Physics 

Shimony 1 3.00 

141 

221 

222 

.. Blurrrr ...... 

N atura1!Physical World 
Sidney· 1 4.00 
Elements of Physics 
Childers 5 1.40 
"Boring. doesn't care about students. 
gave me a B+ when I had an 
89.'''·Works examples that are 
already worked in the book." 
"Appears fair. but is really a hard
ass.'''·He's okay ... well alright, 
well.urn.good teacher .. l 
mean ... indecisive, but okay." 
Georghiou· 1 3.00 
"Beats Childers easily. Fair te~ts." 
Elements of Physics A 
Childers 1 1.00 -1.0 'I" 
"Class is like burning in eternal hell 
flre. a semester of damnation. Don't 
take this class if your suicidal. it 
makes you want to slit your wrists." 
Fund Physics: Elec & Magnetism 
Bingham. C 7 1.86 ~ 
"He is a good ole boy from the 
South ..... Poorly explained 
material'· .. ·Straight from the 
book.'''·Monitone derivations." "As 
boring as the day is long." "Would 
need to be electrocuted to be at all 
interesting. ···Goes by the book too 

much." 
King· 1 0.00 ~ 
"Did not learn a thing and got a B." 
Thompson, JR 12 1.42 - ~ 
"Sleepy class.'''·Weird, in Twilight 

II ZOne.'''·Slow and quiet." "Excellent 
lecturer. sincere.'··Sit at front of 
class. his mic isn't worth shit.'''·Very 
weird and very dull.· .. ·Repeats what's 
in the book during class.'··Exams 
cover more than lectures." 

102 

107 

311 

315 

320 

330 

340 

361 

365 

Stephens 5 4.00 
''To the point, good looking T A." 
"An excellent teacher who knows 
whathe's talking about .... Loves 
debating class. ···Great lectures." 
Intro to Poli Sci 

~ Allende· 1 3.00 
"Reasonable demand." 
Urban· 1 3.00 
"One strange lady. but not a bad 
teacher." 
Honors US Govt and Politics 
Ungs 1 4.00 NC 
"Great discussions. amusing 
teacher." 
Co~t Issues In ~er Public Policy 
Reichichar 2 4.00 NC I 
"ClasS alters world views. Instructor 
made it real. ···You get emotionally 
involved with the class. He kicked 
my ass and I kept asking for more." 

. Tenn Govt and Politics 
Simpson 1 0.00 -1.5 8. 
"Absolutely the worst teacher at 
UT.'· 
State Govt and Politics 
Folz 2 1.00 
"Too smily. but he lets you know 
what the exam will cover." "Boring. 
tests are hard as shit." 
Law in Amer Soc 
Schebo 2 1.50 
"Unfair tests. doesn't seen interested 
in students. ···Full of his own self
importance. " 
Intro to Public Administration 
Simpson 2 0.00 NC ~ 
"Don't even try his lectures. they 
don't exist.···He does not have a • 
clue." 
WestDem. 
Smith 1 4.00 
"Not afraid to express (or ask for) 
opinion." -
Intro to International Relations 
Iredell 9 2.00 

~ 

"Someone give me NO-DOZE." 
"Cool guy.'·'Tests easy-do not go to 
class.'''·Boring. but very intelligent 
and easy if you have a clue.'''·Not 
bad, but rambles on like 
hell."Always late and holds you over 
for class. Avoid!" 237 Honors: Elec & Magnetism 

Sorenson· 1 4.00 D 411 Presidency 
Welborn 

Political Science 
101 US Govt and Politics 

Anderson· 1 2.00 ~ 
"Not boring. knowledgeable. more 
than happy to help" 
Evans 1 1.00 ~-
"Nice guy. but can't teach." 
Hall 2 4.00 NC D 
"Great teacher. VerJ interesting and 
funny.''''Good instnx:tor. Cool guy. 
very fair." 
Metcalf 1 4.00 
"Good lectures from a man who has 
been involved in politics." 
Robinson 1 3.00 -1.0 Ja 

1 2.00 
"Boring guy.," 

422 Pol Campagin 
Lyons 2 3.50 ~ 
"Pretty intelligent. but probably rubs 
bacon with Margie Ison on Ch. 10." 

475 Anc/Med }>ol Th 
Gorman 1 3.00 
"Good teacher. seems alienated, 
child of Marx." 

550 Public Admin 
Fitzgerald 1 4.00 
''Tremendous teacher." 

Portugese 
111 Elem Portugese 

Milleret 2 3.00 
Simones· 7 4.00 NC Il 
"You go to class. you learn, and you "Demanding. but good." 
participate. ···V ery enthusiastic 323 ConversationiComposition 

instnx:tor.''''Lively.lots of discussion Kraven· 1 2.00 qz> 
and interaction with students.""Fun ,-------------

class. you learn a lot through his 
crazy lectures." 

Questions About 
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Psychology 
110 Gen Psych 

Calhoun 6 1.33 0.3 () 

Eissenberg 1 3.00 ~ 
"Make sure you sit up front, 
blackboard writing is illegible from 
10 feet away." 

374 PhilIReligion in India 
Fitzgerald 2 3.00 ~ 
"Class can be dull. • .. ·Very \lfIiculate, 
yet lectures are somewhat dry." 

210 

300 

310 

320 

330 

360 

"Get your nose out of the book! 
Can't you memorize .... Large, 
humongous lectures. Just buy the 
book, skip the lectures and take the 
tests.'N·Multiple guess exams. Thus 
your grade is based on how well you 
guess. The more I studied, the worse 
my score." 
DeWick,Bert 1 4.00 NC ~ 
"She has a garbage mouth and makes 
coming to class fun." 
Franz. C 2 4.00 ~ 
"Enjoyable class, a real break from 
Physics and Organic Chern. Nice 
lady, good lectures, but you can learn 
it from book alone." "She makes a 
tedious, boring coUrse veiy tolerable. 
Very thorough knowl~dge." 
Henley, T 3 · 3.33 -0.1 J:if 
"Very concerned for student." 
"Makes class interesting." . 
Hinton 2 4.00 ~ 
Cares about us learning." 
Biological Basis of Behavior 

Mann J I 3. 3.33 I,,' J:if 
'~Okay-better than Calhoun." "Good, 
short lectures. exciting s1;Uff. 'N'Very 
knowlegable about material, but says 
he does not know anyt1¥ng." 
Schuartz- 1 0.00 '9 -"Instructor was dull and did not seem 
to. like tea hin .' Ma~erail was 
uninteresting to me." " 
Van Cleave 1 4.00 NC ~ 
"Terrific instru,ctor, made class fun, 
fascinating subject matter.': 
Beh and Exper: Humanistic Psych 

Pollio • 4 3.75 '. I!!!P 
"Gets into his lectures. Can,es that 
you learn what he's teaching." 
"Great class, easy. fun.'N·great class. , 
iIiieresting. ~: Pollio' is really 
funny." 
Child Psych 
Sandargus- 3 3.00 ~ 
"Very funny but off th~ point a 
lot. 'N'Funny in lectures-slow moving 
through and sometimes boring-lazy 
and easy teacher," 
Learning and Thinking 
Malone 1 2.00 q?> 

"Stay away from this class. Hard as 
hell." 
Pollio 2 4.00 NC ~ 
"He's hilarious.'N·Pollio's great." 
Motivation 
Malone 2 4.00 D 
"Great lecturer. but testS are hard!" 
"Great instructor. presents material 
fairly in an interesting manner. Fair 
in testing and grading~" 
Abnormiu Psych 
Wiberly 2 2.50 ' -0.5 q?> 

"Boring, mumbl::S, material he does 
in 'Class is not what is on tests." 
Social Psychology 
Cable 1 4.00 ~ 
"Interesting. I made an A 'without 
much effort." 
Coleman 4 2.75 Jf1 
"No information given.'N'Aerobic 
note-taking required; she taIics fast.. 
Hard to make an A if you're not a 
Psych ma~r,-but there i.s extra Credit 
available." . . '. .;. ~ 

385 

395 

420 

445 

470 

Henley. T 1 4.00 D 
"His lectures correlate with tests. he 
allows a lot of extra credit." 
Statistics in Psych 
Smith. M. 2 4.00 n!!l 
"Very interesting, applicable." 
"Fun." 
Meths Research in Psych 
Sundstrom 1 1.00 () 
"'They sell his lectures to St. Marys 
to treat insomniacs." 
Hist and Systems of Psychology Q 

Handel 1 0.00 """'" 
"A Class at 8 am is bad enough, but 
with him it's unbearable." . 

Measurementffesting 
Wiberley 1 2.00 q;'> 

"How can someone be funny and 
boring at the same time" . 
Theories of Personality . 
Handler 2 3.00 Jll 
"He's interesting, but I wish he 
didn't sit and eat in class.'N'Pretty 
sarcastic~ .Ilike that!" 

489 Supervised Research 
Barnes. P: 1 4.00 ~ 
"The class is laid-back, very 
enjoyable." 

Religious Studies 
101 World Religions in History 

FitZg!!rald 10 0.50 ~ 2-
"Abs~lutely sucks; le'~tures make no 
sense and he babbles 
cons~tly. ,"N'Eats ,the dictionary for 
lunch.'N·l went, I saw, I quit." 
"Hitler, Mussilini, Staiin, Atil1a, 

'( Fitigerald ... no different e." 
"Demanded to be called . • . 

_ •• > professot.;'''Asshole.'' 

211 Ways Understanding ReligiOn 
Levering 3 . 0.00" £ 

232 

301 

302 

321 

352 

"Teaches on giaduate level. Instrctor 
'always cancels classes. TestS are not 
related to course. Doesn'ikItow how 
to teach undergraduates.'N·She's not 
in the world with us." 
Varieties of Religious Comm 
Reynolds 2 4.00 ' 
"Warm, helpful, pragmatic, fair, and 
hard. ""Good teacher and a nice guy." 
Religious Myth, SymbOl. Ritual 
Lusby 1 4.00 ~ 
"Exciting, knowledgeable, fun." 
Relig of Prim Peoples 
Hackett 1 4.00 NC If1J 
"Great teacher, knew the field." 
New Testament Origins 
Dungan' 2 4.00 
:'Have good strong beliefs before 
taking, shakes faith if not . 
careful. ""Not your typical" corner 
preacher." 
Afro-American Religion 
Hodges 2 3.50· ;J9 
"Very interesting and debatable 
topics discussed.'N·Fun, lots of racial 
topics are discussed." 

373 African Religions 
Hackett 2 4.00 
"Excellent teacher! Extremely 
dedi~ted to all students. 'N'Very 
conscientious. Will work you like a 
dog, but 'you learn tons." 

379 Chinese Religions 
. Levering 1 2.00 q;'> 

"Nice, quirky lady. But too much 
reading with no explinations." 

Russian 
101 

311 

371 

201 

Elementary Russian 
York- 1 3.00 ~ 
Russian Comp 
Falen 1 4.00 I!!!P 
"Russian as Vodka." 
Currents/Russian Culture 
Fiene 2 2.00 q;'> 

''Too much material to cover. Lots of 
reading. Misnamed course: not 
current trends, but a history course." 
Intermediate Russian 
Rashkovsky 1 4.00 
"Shows great concern for students." 

Sociology 
100 Gen Sociology 

Betz 1 3.00 ~ 

321 

''Test questions are confusing." 
Broy ler- 1 4.00 lrJl 
"Looks great - what a bod!" 

. Grenshaw- 1 4.00 ~ 
"Good teacher, easy class." 
Griffith- 1 2.00 ' ~ 
"Boring, but she tries." 

Harris/Hood 1 0.00 . Q 
"Weeks of Hekyl and Jekyl." . ~ •. 
Sociological Theory 
Perrin l ' 3.00 NC ~ 
"Pretty cool guy - bullshits a lot." 

350 CrimiDology 
. i Shover 1 ,,' 3.00 ~ 

"Loose~ lectures." 
'363 The City .. i 

Wallace 1 3.00 ~ 
415 ' Sociology of Aging 

Harris 1 3.00- ~ 
455 . - Society and Law -

Benson 1 2.00 lJ.z. 
"Boring." 

459 Organiz and Corporate Crime 
Shover 2 2.00 q?> 

''Take it if you want a C - he gives 
nothing else." 

Spanish 
111 Elem Spanish 

Baxter 1 4.00 ~ 
"Great teacher." 
Duncan 2 2.00 q;'> 

"An arrogant bitch who wears 
Baroque fashions. They should 
revoke her Ph.D. She's a 
tuberculoses!" 
Fernadez- 1 3.00 . ~ 
"Real nice, but needs to learn. 
language." 
Handelsman- 3 4.00 ~ 
"Has fun with class. ""She makes 

} earning Spanish Ii blasl;' 
Jimenez 1 4.00 II 
"One of the best teachers at un 
Makes studying Spanish reatly 
worthwhile and fun." • 

211 IntemlC<i's '. ,j " ":1. {I 
pan r<l1r ~ 

McKeeby 1 3.00 -
. "She tries, but S~h is stili 

. . Spanis~.'.' 
311' Aspects Spanish Lit 

" Perez-Pfueda 1 4.00 lrJl 
"Best teacher I've had ar UT! Makes 
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you want to study Spanish every 
semester. Knows what teaching is all 
about." 
Aspects of Spanish Lit 
DiPuccio 1 0.00 
"A total qitch! She shbUl8'be" 
teaching in Siberia! Lousy teacher! 
Everybody hates her." 
Duncan . 1 0.00 9 -"An American bitch who fakes her 
Spanish accent. Need$ to be fucked 
by a Spaniard to really appreciate the 
culture." 
Advanced Grammar 
Perez-Pineda 1 4.00 ~ 
"He's everything a language 
professor should be! He's a first 
class teacher who really cares about 
his students and their education." 
Spanish Amer Short Story 
Duncan 1 4.00 ~ 
"Knows material, makes you work. 
but she is fair." 

Special Ed and Rehab 
423 Commun 'Proc/Hear IIDpr 

Barnes 1 . 4.00 
"Good sense of humor b_ut too much 
mime." 

Speech 
100 Intro Speech 

Cook 1 3.00 JiI 
210 Public Speaking 

Jenkins 3 3.67 3.7 ~ 
"A good teacher, easy." 
Pitts- 1 

220 Interpersonal Communication 
Ambler . 4 3.50 -0.5 .JfI 

240 Bus and Pro SPeaking 
Edwards 1 2.00 t:p 

300 

310 

"Looks like a tall Pafii(S"ttnon (the 
politician)." A 
Elliott~ 3 1.50 \" 
"Terrible.'N·Bitch is completely 
unorganized. Not consistent in 
grading." 
McDaruel 3 3.67 0.7 lrnl 
''The only class emphasizing 
friendship in class.'N·Pretty easy.'~ 
Nonverbal Communication 
Julian 1 3.00 Jll 
"Fun teacher, makes class 
interesting." 
Persuasion 
Buckley 5 0.20 ~ 
"He is a good for nothing son of a 
bitch. Hope 'he rots in hell. Tests are 
hard because they don't have a damn 
thing to do with the lectures. He's an 
asshole.;"'Tests are hard, he's blind 
and Cynical." "He couldn't teach a 
dog to scratch his ass." 

330 Group Communication 
Glenn 1 3.00 1.0 ~ 
"Never wastes a minute !.damn." 

Statistics ! , '1 <;q lfm " 

201 Intro to S'tatistics 
Gardner- . 1 4.00 ~ 
"Great instructor." -
Legall 1 0.00 
Mason 5 1.60, ~ :.i~ 

''Teacher does not explain ~lym/" 
and does not communicate well to 
deliver message to the 
students.'N'Tries to I;Je funny instead 
of teaching." "He's an airhead . .! feel 
like we are guinea pigs." 

Continued Next Page 
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Niedart 3 0.00 NC ~ 
"Nobody can hear her. She's a 
bitch.''''She doesn't know what the 
fuck is going on.,''''She doesn't know 
what tht;-hell she's trying to teach us. 
The class 'is' way too 'large to ask . • ' 
questions and learn." 
Seaver 4 2.50 tiJ!' 
"Wise instructor. He uses all aspeCts 
in teaching class and is well 
organized.''''Patient and w~e~''''As 
long as he has his four colored 
pencil, we can all rot in hell. 
Whenever we have a problem, he 
says 'consult your loc'al statistici~.' 
Well what the fuck does he think 
we're in his class for, anyway?!"'" ;:; 
Sylwester 6 1.92 tiJ!' 
"Rushes through the material in 
class.'''''This prof is lost in his own 
little world. Worst prof I've ' 
had.''''He thinks if he makes us spend 
enough money on class notes, he
doesn't have to actually 
teach.''''Takes off a point for 
misspelling his name." 
Wright 1 2.00 
"Strange bird." 
Sampling Techniques 

Q Neidert 1 0.00 -"A female Hitler. Tests too long and 
hard." 
Wright 7 2.57 -0.4 .J:iI 
"Explains it well.''''Good 
teacher. ''''Makes course bearable." 
"Doesn't flow lecture moothly." 
"Very brief and quick in explaining 
material. Unorganized." 
Prob and Slat for Scien & Engin 1 
Legall 2 2.00 tiJ!' ' 
"Learn 50 million useless facts. 
Game over, man!''''Great teacher, but 
hard to understand." 
Industrial Slats 
Cwiek 8 3.88 rJ]J 
"Great teacher, makes class 
interesting. ''''He admits that he used 
to be a student and sympathizes with 
us.''''Helluva guy, makes class 
easy.''''Easy to understand, good 
teacher. ''''Very informative and -
understandable. " 
Sylwester 1 4.00 II 

461 

462 
, , 

471 

Applied Regression Anal 
Ahn 1 4.00 n 
"The practical applications of this 
type of analysis are limitless." 
Walker 4 2.25 5p 

"Had to 1e~ SAS-alone, m;t he 
explains other things well! ' "Makes 
~tudents feel stupid." "Hard, too 
much work." "Interesting material." 
Anal V ll!iencf 'and Exp Design 
Walker ' '2 2.00 "2.0 6lb 
"His accent is sometimes to~gh.' : 
"He's ,the most insensitive, 

' egotistic~ Jerk 1 've ev'; had to deal 
with. He was so unfair in grading. He 
defInitely gets an 'F'. 
Random Proc ,and Prob MOdels-
Leitnaker 1 3.00 , ~ 

531 , Slats .f\ieth for Social Sciences 1 
Younger L 3.00 \ ~ 

• : "Not real hard, but doesn't'explain 
well." 

Theatre 
100 Intro to Theatre 

Giles/Purcell 2 3.50 ~ 
"Makes class fun." 

Transportation 
301 Intro to Logistic 

Holcomb ,2 4.00 
"Interesting, fun, she's great." 

~ 
"Exciting, get her to tell you about 
her kids' high-tops." 
Langley . 17 3.18 ~ 
"Fair exams.'~'He's great, doesn't 
cover too much material, and he 
really cares about students." "Never 
in his offIce, hard tests." 
"Knowledgeable.''''Experienced, 
makes it interesting." Actually makes 
logisti~s iJ:tteresting." 
Transp P;/n:ciples and Policie 
Holcom\J 5 4.00 NC ~ 
"Keeps it interesting.''''Great 
lecturer, tests are easy. Prese~ts , 
material clearly, and keeps you' 
interested. ''''Rights notes on board. 
Test is on notes." "Excellent and 
fair.''''Very underStanding IJIld super 
uiteresting." ~ • ' 
M~nachof I -, 1 0.00 c· s;> . -"Boring as hell, no application ta 
future goals." 

400 

401 

Special Topics in Trans/Logs 
Davis 4 2.75 
"He's caring, but he talks too 
10ud.;"'Hell of a nice guy, but is dull 
and talks faster than the speed of 
light. Looks like Mel Brooks." 
Materialslfraffic Mgmt 
Holcomb 1 4.00 

Zoology 
117 Honors Fund of Zoology 

Ganguly, 1 2.00 
HUman Anatomy 240 

, Willey , 3 , 4,00 NC C)p 
"Gn~at ~eacher." "Organized, 
humorous, fair." "He's great and 
very 'helpful." 

400 Undergrad Research 
JiI, ' Etnier ; . - l ' 3.00 

"Great class." 
Langley 4 3 .25 

402 

441 

461 

462 

"Good lectUI;es, impossiple' tests." . 
"Interesting class." 
Transp Operations & Cost Mana~e 
Patton 5 3.80 ~ 
"Interesting material, good 
instructor. ''''Amusing. ''''Excellent 
class.''''1 wish more instructors 
would take themselves a little less 
seriously like 'Choo Choo' 
Patton.''''Best teacher in Busines!i." 
Internat'l Transp & Logistics . 
Dicer ,, 4 , 1.25 ' \) 
"Boring instructor: work load too . 
heavy.'''This guy is better than 
Sominex.''''Knows his stuff, but 
could put someone on speed 
asleep.''''Bonng as hell. Stupid group 
project." 
Seminar Logs Strat 
Foggin 3 2.33 
"A lot of material, demanding 
course." "PhD stands for pompous, 
humorless dumbass." "Very , 
interesting, not as bad as everyone 
says." 
Seminar in Trans Strat 
Mundy 2 2.50 
"Likes to poke fun at UT 
administration'cronies." "Insults 
students." 

Women's Studies 
210 , Wom/Lit: Biog/Autobio 

, Sherwood 2 4.00 

382 

"Great discussions - probe me to 
learn more about myself." 
Philosophy of feminism "-
Osbbrne I' 3 ' 1.00 ;::;.. 
"Learning feminism from a sweet old 
lady." "From her class, Plato is at 
fault for all inequalities." "Anti
intellectual. Picks her nose, dozes in 
class. Will have up to ten guest 
lecturers in one month. Teaches 
college instead of knitting booties." 

420 Cell/fiss~e Structure/FctO 
Kennedy ' i' 3.00 ~ 
"oem~ding, 'farr, somewhat 

, J, disorganized!' , .. , ' 
430 Immunology 

Wust l ' 1.00 ~ \) 
-I'Vag{{e, disorginized pompous ass." 

440 General Physiology 
Bagby. 1 , 3.00 ' 
"In~resli¥gly St;rang~ man. Wants us 

. to leiun material." 
. Rome ' 1 .. 4.00 @ 

- .- > "Interesting man, makes class fun, 
very fair tests. Hate to see him go to 
Penn State." 
Vaughn 1 2.00 ~ 
"Complicated man. Assumes too ' 

, much,.fair tests." 
450 Comparitive Animal Behavior 

BUrghardt 1 0.00 , £ 
"Instructor spacy, rambles. Terrible 
textbook.'" '. 

459 Comp Animal Beh Lab 

470 

474 

Furey. 1 4.00 
"No sex appeal." 
Aquatic Ecology . 
Drake ~. 1 0-.00 c:) -, "Accused students of.cheating when 
they weren't." 
Ichthyology 
Etnier 2 . 4.00 

"Works exc,eijentlx with students." 
.. "qyna.nuc instruc~r, likes beer and 

girls." " 
480 ' ' (Physlology/E~ercis~ 

Howley 1 4.00 II 
"Very organized, interesting, a 
challenge." ' 

573 PopUlation Biology ~ 
Echternacht '1'" 4.00 
, , , 

The Staff of the Lame Monkey 
Wish'9s)'ou A Fruitful 

Dr6P o'nd Add" ' 

'''E· lloN'TMK FOil lXPiuUENCE -
'''E .GIVE IT! 

Be a part of the only real student service for evaluating the cour~esthat shape your stay at the Big 
Orange Knowledge Factory. We need Lame Monkeys to staff evaluation booths distribute " 

evaluation forms in classes, and help compile the data. , ' 
Be among the few who get to see the com!1'ents we edit out! 

THE I~AME ,MONK1~ EVALUATION ', CORPS ' 
ROBERT ')lAEDALUS, RECRUITING, OFFICER 

524-3434 ' ' 



The Boy sits, eyes fixed. 
With intent apathy he watches 
The screen constantly change 
And not change. 

Bright colors parade an endless 
Series of funny characters, candy-like cereal, 
And Super Heroes 
Past his semi-awareness. 

It's Saturday moming. 

Father enters the room. 
Get dressed after the next commercial," he says: 

"'We're going shopping at eleven." , 
The Boy's face assumes an ugly infantile expression. 

"But I'll miss my shows!" he whines. 
"I don't wanna go!" 
"I'm sorry," Father says. 
Not really meaning it. _ 

"Get ready." 

The Lame Manifesto 

But instead of crushing it in, 
It spews forth. , 
Spilling all the sorrow out in an ove.rpowerin~t ' • II' 

flow of . 
Tears. 

. The Boy's attention is yanked away 
From the colorful parade. 
He is shocked by the sight 
Of his mother clutching at his father" ' 

Screaming, "'Why did he have .to do it?" 
And crying. 
The Boy is five years old. 
He can't remember his mother ever 

Crying. 

.. The Boy goes back to his place on the couch, 
The colorful para_de no longer a part of his 
Stream of consciousness. 
His mother cried. 

Father comes and sits next to the Boy, 
Putting his arm The Boy throws himself 

BackoAtAecouch~------------~---.-~~-----Afe~m€rru~~le~ua.~~~~~~~--~~~~----II~I--------

His attention momentarily diverted 
From the parade of colors, 

To his father. 
"That jerk," he thinks. 
\\ I never get to do anything 
I want to." he mumbles. 

The parade of colors easily regains. his attention. 

In the next room, 
A thousand miles outside 
'His attention span, 
The phone rings. 

Father answers it. 
He listens, his expression becoming concemed. 
... It's for you~" he says.· 
Mother picks up the phone and listens. 

She screams. 

She screams pure grief. 
Grief so pure 
It's like a solid black creature 
With both of its hands 

Clenched around her windpipe. 

"Son," he says, 

"It's about your Uncle Brian. 

He - he was killed in a hunting accident. 
Your mother's very upset. 
We're going to say home today, 
So just play quietly. 

Uncle Brian. 
The Boy always liked him. 
He brought gifts and used to play with the Boy. 
Now he's dead. 

And Mother cried. 

The parade of colors and shapes 
.. Slowly intrudes on the Boy's thoughts, 

On the awful confusions poking cit ' 
The Boy's consciousness . . 

Until the confusions retreat into 
Some dark comer · 
In the recesses of the Boy,'s mind. 
He thinks to himself, ' . 

\\ Now I can watch my shows. " 

- John the Baptist 

-
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-
is now taking submissions for the 
February and March issues of the 

Lame Monkey. 

• Articles ' 
• Essays' _ 
• Fiction 
• Poetry 
• Artwork 

... or just about anything. 

Droppings Boxes Located 
_ at Univ~rsal Printing 
and Raven Records 

t 
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Visit the Raven 
Mega-Store Next 

to Walgreen's for: 
-Lugestou~o~printLP 

selection 
-Thousands of 

cassettes , 
-Used CDs 

. -Guitar accessories 
-Teeshlrts and posters 
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